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Networks are everywhere and dominate practically all phenomena surrounding us;
and phenomena happening within us. From the Internet to social networks, from
metabolic networks to neural circuits, from power grids to transportation systems,
networks can be found at every single stage of our daily life. Because of this, the
study of networks has been at the forefront of interdisciplinary research for the past
two decades and it promises to remain at so for many more.
Historically, we can trace back the earliest study on networks to the famous prob-
lem of the Seven Bridges of Königsberg [1]. Given the map of Königsberg (the
present Kaliningrad), where the Pregel river divides the landscape into four regions
connected by seven bridges, Leonhard Euler resolved the question of whether it is
possible to take a walk starting from any region, crossing all bridges at once and
returning to the starting point. Spoiler alert! it is not possible. Nonetheless and
most importantly, Euler here introduced a new manner to look at problems, a new
abstraction in terms of parts connected via links, setting the groundwork to what
in later centuries and currently is known as graph theory and network science.
Despite the simplicity of Euler’s ideas, this network concept bridged its way through
to a broad variety of scientific fields in the course of history while helping in under-
standing phenomena of diverse nature. Such fields include (but are not restricted to)
biology, chemistry, physics and social sciences. For instance, an interesting example
is that of metabolic networks. The metabolism of a living cell is the collection of
processes by which the cell sustains itself [2]. Such processes involve groups of con-
secutive chemical reactions that transform raw inputs into beneficial products for
the cell. The diagrams depicting the relations between these inputs and products
are known as metabolic networks [3]. Therefore, metabolic networks may help in
understanding how fundamental processes within cells are related. Likewise, gene
regulatory networks, which are networks that describe how genes and proteins inter-
act in biological cells [4–10], have helped in understanding how the cell differentiation
is carried out in cells of living organisms [3]. Furthermore, neural networks, which
are structures that describe how neurons process and transmit information in our
brains, have helped in explaining in simple terms how diseases such as schizophrenia
and multiple sclerosis affect our natural function by changing the intrinsic wiring
schemes of our brains [11,12].
But, what exactly is a network? A network, in its simplest form, is just a collection
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Networks are abstract representations of interconnected systems. (Le) The human brain at
an (top) anatomical scale describing the synaptic connections among neurons, and at a (bot-
tom) large scale describing the relations between brain regions through inter-regional pathways.
(Right) Both descriptions may be reduced to simpler structures known as networks that repre-
sent how the interacting systems are connected to each other.
of points called nodes or units connected with each other through links or edges [3].
In spirit, this definition indicates that the behavior of networks is determined by the
interactions of each single unit with the rest of the network. Thus, in general, the
nodes represent interacting systems, and the links, the means by which these systems
are interacting. For instance, in gene regulatory networks, the nodes represent the
expression levels and concentrations of genes and proteins, respectively; and the
links the regulatory features (who regulates whom) [4–10]. Moreover, in neural
networks, the neurons are the interacting systems and the links are given by the
synapses among them [11–13].
Traditionally, when studying networks theoretically, one tends to break them down
into their fundamental parts and interaction forces (i.e. units and connections).
Next, one characterizes the behavior of each part as if they were completely isolated
from the rest of the network, hoping to capture the intrinsic dynamics of each unit in
mathematical models involving specific parameters (e.g. dynamical systems). Later,
one puts all pieces back together by coupling all mathematical models for units dy-
namics in a larger model, trusting that such model reproduces the key features of
the entire network [14]. Finally, one characterizes this larger mathematical model
(i) by exploring it as a function of its parameters, and (ii) by tracking the onset of
non-trivial collective behavior, such as steady states, periodic orbits or synchroniza-
tion, among others. Such approaches are known as forward approaches or forward
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problems on networks and they have helped in understanding diverse non-trivial
phenomena in many different fields. For instance, they have been used to compre-
hend how different kinds of biological oscillators, such as cardiac pacemaker cells
and flashing fireflies, synchronize their dynamics in time [14–16]. Also, they have
helped in explaining how collections of pulse coupled neurons may generate spike
trains in different dynamical regimes (e.g. synchronous-asynchronous and regular-
irregular) [17], and moreover, how fixed anatomical connections in neural networks
may yield distinct functional relationships [11].
However, modeling a network is a rather complicated task due to a myriad of reasons
[14]. For instance, the connectivity scheme of a network may be too entangled. It
has been estimated that in the human brain there are approximately 20 billion
neocortical neurons, where each averages around 7,000 incoming connections [18].
Another reason is that the network structure may be evolving at a high rate in
time. In the World Wide Web, for instance, websites, web pages and links are
constantly being created and deleted [19]. Furthermore, there may also be different
types of nodes and interactions simultaneously present in the network. For example,
in gene regulatory networks, there may be activators and repressors (promoters
and inhibitors of gene expression), and moreover, gene expression levels may be
interacting with proteins and vice-versa [20,21].
Alternatively, in recent years, there has been an increasing interest in using inverse
approaches to design, control and understand the function of networks. Such ap-
proaches are particularly important when one needs to indirectly estimate specific
parameters and functions from available data. As we will explain in forthcoming
paragraphs, inferring the connectivity of networks from their nodal dynamics con-
stitutes an important and challenging inverse problem [22].
In general, inverse approaches rely on measurements to infer the parameters and
functions that determine a specific system [23]. Yet, whereas in forward approaches
there is a unique relation from parameters and functions to measurements, inverse
approaches generally produce families of solutions for parameters and functions given
a specific set of measurements [23]. Thereby, extending the inference problem to se-
lecting the actual parameters and functions that generated the given measurements.
A simple example is that of a moving particle. If we know all the forces acting on
this particle, we can easily predict the trajectory that the particle will describe in
space. Conversely, if we only know the trajectory, (at most) we can infer the set of all
possible forces that may generate that specific trajectory, unless more information
is provided. Interestingly, this aspect may be advantageous for designing networks.
Designing a network often means to engineer network static structures for particu-
lar function. And thanks to the intricate relation existing between the function and
structure in networks, very disparate networks may yield identical dynamics [24].
This phenomenon has been reported in networks of spiking neurons [25–27] and gene
regulatory networks [28,29]. Moreover, there is a rapidly growing trend in designing
synthetic gene circuits for specific biological function, cf. Refs. [30, 31].
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Nonetheless, often just knowing the family of networks that generate a specific
dynamics is not sufficient. Generally, knowing the actual network structure behind
a certain dynamics may provide valuable information. In gene regulatory networks,
for instance, the effect of specific genetic anomalies may spread across the network
and modify the expression of other genes, thereby, leading to disease phenotypes [32].
Thus, inferring the actual genes involved in the progression of specific diseases may
provide means to identify better targets for drug development [33].
Frequently, the connectivity of networks is not directly accessible. Whether one
studies gene regulatory networks, metabolic networks or neural networks, sometimes
we may have no means of directly measuring the network connectivity [20, 21, 33–
39]. Instead, one is forced to resort to indirect approaches to estimate the network
connections from available data. For instance, spike trains of neural networks may be
used ti reveal network connections between spiking neurons [34, 35, 40]. Moreover,
gene expression levels may also reveal the regulatory features of gene regulatory
networks [4,7,9,20,21,33,37]. However, when inferring the connectivity of networks,
one may stumble upon two basic types of connectivities, functional and structural
connectivities.
A functional connectivity is constructed by computing correlation-based measures
on the dynamics of pairs of units [22]. For example, if correlations between two
units exceed a certain value, one assumes that there is a link between these two
units. Conversely, if the measure is below, then one assumes there is no connection.
Some examples of these measures are mutual information [41], transfer entropy
[42], Granger causality [43, 44] and extensions thereof. Although approaches of
this nature are widely abundant in the literature [37, 45–49], they generally show
a series of conceptual challenges when used to infer network connectivities. For
instance, the functional connectivity may depend on the current network state,
therefore, a given physical network may span different functional connectivities for
different collective states [11]. Thus, functional connectivities may not reflect the
actual network structure. Also, one may measure high correlations between two
units even though they are not directly connected [22]. Such high correlations may
be induced by a third unit controlling the other two, or by the entire network or
both. Furthermore, even the correlations of two physically connected units may be
decorrelated by external noise or common external drivings [22].
On the other hand, the structural connectivity (as its name indicates) captures
the actual structure of the network. In other words, the structural connectivity is
determined by the physical links existing among network units [22]. For instance,
the structure of networks of spiking neurons is given by the synaptic connections
existing among neurons [11, 12], or in power grids, the structural connectivity is
defined by the physical power lines connecting the elements in the grid [50–53].
The network structure is of particular importance because it may provide crucial
features about the network that cannot be inferred from the individual description
of any of its units. For instance, the network connectivity of social networks may
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provide means for measuring how information or diseases would spread in a certain
population [14,54–57].
So, how can one infer the structural connectivity of a network from its units dynam-
ics? Recent approaches have tackled this problem from two basic mechanistic angles.
It must be noted that here we employ the word mechanistic to indicate that these
approaches assume that the network dynamics is defined by deterministic rules, such
as dynamical systems.
The first angle, a driving-response strategy, relies on perturbing or driving simple
and stable collective states (e.g. steady states or limit cycles) through external sig-
nals applied to the network. For instance, networks operating close to a steady state
relax back to such state after transient perturbations, only if these perturbations
are sufficiently small such as to not kick the network out of the basin of attraction
of the stable state [58–62]. Specifically, the driving effectively changes the initial
state of the network while preserving the network characteristic features (e.g. struc-
tural connections, coupling functions and intrinsic dynamics) intact. Perturbing the
steady state a sufficient number of times provides a linear mapping from network
responses (caused by perturbations) to the actual structural connectivity of the net-
work [4,6,7]. Similarly, steady states and limit cycles may be translated in the state
space with sufficiently weak and constant external driving signals. Given that these
translations are partly determined by the network connections [63], generating many
different translations may reveal the network structural connections [64–67].
The second angle, observing the network dynamics, relies on prior knowledge about
the parameters and functions involved in the network dynamics. In particular,
knowing the actual parameters and functions generating the network dynamics re-
duces the problem of inferring network structural connections to just fitting a col-
lection of unknown parameters (in this case the connections) to measured data
[34, 35, 40, 68–73]. Such approaches are especially reliable when estimating con-
nections from time series [68–74], even in the presence of challenging dynamics (e.g.
chaotic and noisy dynamics) [69]. Furthermore, such approaches may also reveal the
structural connectivity of hybrid systems [75] where the coupling dynamics occurs
at discrete events in times, such as in networks of spiking neurons [34,35,40].
However, despite the considerable advances in the state of the art of network infer-
ence approaches, there are numerous fundamental questions yet to be answered. For
instance, how can one find classes of networks capable of generating a common dy-
namics? How are these networks related? Also, is a stable state really necessary for
revealing the network connectivity from driving-response approaches? Can similar
strategies perhaps reveal connections in networks describing more complex dynam-
ics? Furthermore, is a prior knowledge of network features, such as the intrinsic
dynamics, coupling functions and other parameters, necessary to understand how
units interact with each other? Or can the recorded dynamics of a network alone
uniquely determine its underlying structure?
In this thesis, we take a general view on the study of networks from inverse perspec-
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tives. By proposing a general representation for the dynamics of networks in terms
of explicit dependencies among units, we develop new concepts for understanding,
among other things, (i) how disparate networks achieve identical dynamics, and (ii)
how we may reconstruct the structural connectivity of networks regardless of the
type of network under study (e.g. gene regulatory networks, metabolic networks or
neural networks). Specifically, here we heavily rely on concepts and tools coming
from nonlinear dynamics and linear algebra to introduce physics-inspired inverse
approaches for explaining the fundamental mechanisms for revealing connections in
networks. Furthermore, the content and results of this thesis are self-sufficient, such
that the reader may not need to refer to additional scientific sources. Still, we advise
the reader to check Ref. [22] for an extensive review on the state of the art of the
field previous to this contribution.
The thesis is organized as follows. This introduction is followed by chapter 1, where
we briefly analyze the role of dynamical systems for representing the dynamics of
networks. We also highlight the limitation of mainstream representations of net-
work dynamics in terms of coupled dynamical systems having pairwise interactions.
We end the chapter with an alternate representation of network dynamics which
captures network connections in coarser manners. Such representation is of partic-
ular importance given that it constitutes the starting point of all other chapters.
In chapter 2, we explain how disparate networks of generic dynamical systems may
generate identical collective dynamics in time. Also, we derive a theoretical frame-
work to parametrize the family of networks reproducing a specific dynamics, given
a time series of its units. In chapter 3, we develop a model-independent approach
for inferring network structural connections solely from time series. Specifically, we
propose a functional decomposition of network dynamics in terms of network inter-
actions of several orders. We demonstrate that this decomposition combined with
the Algorithm for Revealing Network Interactions (ARNI) (also introduced in that
chapter) reveals the structural connection of networks simply from recorded time
series. In chapter 4, we show another model-independent approach for revealing
the connectivity of networks based on local samplings of the network dynamics. In
general, these local samplings provide linear mappings from collections of network
states to structural connections. In chapter 5, we further study the application
of local samplings by developing a model-independent approach for reconstructing
structural connections from average responses of networks to driving signals. In-
terestingly, averaging the dynamics filters chaotic and noisy effects out from the
measurements. This enhances the capabilities of local samplings to reveal struc-
tural connections of networks in the presence of strongly stochastic dynamics. In
chapter 6, employing local samplings, we demonstrate that representing the net-
work dynamics in different variables than the original variables where interactions
occur may provide better dynamical features for inferring connections. In chapter
7, we show that under proper representations of the dynamics of networks, also dis-
crete events in time may reveal structural connections of networks. Specifically, we
demonstrate that by reconstructing the synaptic connections of pulse-coupled net-
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works of spiking neurons (under a variety of dynamical regimes) simply from spike
trains. Finally, we summarize our results and give a brief outlook to future research.
7







In this thesis, we analyze (i) how different networks generate a specific dynamics,
and (ii) how one can infer network parameters, specifically the network structure,
from the dynamics of networks through inverse approaches. As a starting point, we
introduce in this chapter a general definition for the dynamics of complex networks in
terms of coupled dynamical systems. However, contrary to mainstream descriptions
in terms of pairwise interactions (cf. Ref. [22]), here we describe the dynamics of
networks in terms of a more general class of interactions. In addition, we replace
the standard notion of adjacent nodes by a general concept in terms of explicit
dependencies among units’ dynamics. In particular, a single explicit dependency
parameter groups different orders of interactions coming from a specific unit into
a single value. Thus, it may be considered as a coarser definition of connection
between two units. Interestingly, this general definition of network dynamics eases
all calculations along this thesis.
The first section of this chapter introduces the concept of dynamical systems and
their role describing how systems evolve in time. In the second section, we describe
the temporal evolution of complex networks in terms of coupled dynamical systems
having pairwise interactions and give a set of applicactions of such systems in the
real-world. Next, using a simple example inspired in gene regulatory networks, we
show the limitations of networks of dynamical systems having pairwise interactions
for capturing the structure of networks presenting higher-order interactions. Finally,
in the third section, we present (i) our general model for describing the dynamics of
networks, and (ii) our definition of explicit dependencies among units.
1.1. Dynamical systems
Loosely speaking, a dynamical system is a rule that determines the temporal evolu-
tion of a set of variables. Despite the simple it seems, this concept has been broadly
used to understand phenomena happening around us. For instance, the swing of
11
Chapter 1 Network dynamics
a pendulum, a population’s growth or even a predator-prey phenomenon may be
easily explained in terms of dynamical systems [76].
Formally, a dynamical system is defined as [77]
ẋ = h(x), (1.1)
where ẋ = dx/dt and x =
[
x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xD(t)
]
∈ RD, is the triple (R+,S,Φ)
where S ⊂ RD is a state space and Φ is a flow
Φ : R+ × S → S, (1.2)
that is determined by the solution x(t) = Φ(t,x(0)) of (1.1) with x(0) denoting an
initial condition and t ∈ R+ denoting time.
Concretely, the state space S is an abstract space that depicts all possible states
of the system. Thus, each possible state x(t) of (1.1) represent a unique point
s(t) ∈ S. Moreover, the mapping Φ(·,x) is known as the evolution rule and defines
the temporal evolution of the system. Hence, Φ(t,x) determines the subsequent
state following from a current state in S.
Combining both S and Φ, one may define a trajectory s in the state space S as
a sequential collection of states s := [s(1), s(2), . . . , s(T )] ∈ RT , where T is the
number of states in the trajectory. Thus, a trajectory s characterizes the behavior
of the system for a given initial condition x(0), cf. Fig. 1.1.
Figure 1.1. – Trajectories in the state space determine the temporal evolution of systems.
Single trajectories in the state space for a, 2-dimensional FitzHugh-Nagumo [78] and b, 3-
dimensional Roessler oscillators [79]. Trajectories in the state space may reveal, for instance,
the existence of periodic orbits or chaotic attractors [76].
1.2. Networks of dynamical systems
As mentioned in sec. 1.1, dynamical systems are useful tools to describe the tem-
poral behavior of systems. However, many aspects of our daily life result from the
interaction of several dynamic parts. For instance, the biochemical reactions that
12
1.2 Networks of dynamical systems
regulate the metabolism of cells in living organisms; power grids and other distribu-
tion grids of commodities which make our everyday life more manageable; and most
importantly, the neural circuitry in our brains that makes us functional beings; are
just some of many fundamental examples.
In particular, one may represent such interconnected and dynamic systems in terms
of networks of dynamical systems. These networks are basically structures depict-
ing how collection of units or nodes — representing the dynamical systems — are
interacting with each other. Hence, in this representation, the evolution of single
dynamical systems in the network will be partly determined by (i) their individual
or intrinsic dynamics, and by (ii) the interactions with the rest of the network.
1.2.1. Networks with pairwise interactions
It is customary to write networks of dynamical systems as [22]
ẋi = hi(xi) +
N∑
j=1
Jijgij(xi,xj) + I i(t) + ξi(t), (1.3)
where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, xi(t) =
[
x1i (t), x2i (t), . . . , xDi (t)
]
∈ RD describes the state
of the i-th unit at time t ∈ R and the functions hi : RD → RD and gij : RD×RD →
RD represent the intrinsic and pairwise coupling dynamics of the D-dimensional
dynamical units, respectively. The terms I i(t) ∈ RD and ξi(t) ∈ RD are a vector of
external driving signals and external noise acting on the i-th unit, respectively. The
Jij ∈ RD×D define the topology or structural connectivity of the network and set the
strength of interactions among xdi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D}.
Yet, for simplicity and throughout this thesis, we will mostly focus on systems
determined by just one state variable, xi ∈ R. However the concepts introduced in
this also apply to more general models (1.3).
So, for scalar state variables, model (1.3) reduces to
ẋi = hi(xi) +
N∑
j=1
Jijgij(xi, xj) + Ii(t) + ξi(t), (1.4)
where hi : R → R, gij : R2 → R, Jij ∈ R, Ii(t) ∈ R and ξi(t) ∈ R. In its simplest
setup, model (1.4) may be written in terms of its adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}N×N ,
where Jij = Aij = 1 if j directly acts on i, and Jij = Aij = 0 otherwise, cf. Fig. 1.2a.
Models (1.3) and (1.4) may effectively describe the behavior of a broad variety of
systems. For instance, large-scale brain networks are often modeled as [11]
ẋi = hi(xi) +
N∑
j=1
JijS (xj(t− τij)) , (1.5)
13
Chapter 1 Network dynamics
Figure 1.2. –Purpose and limitations of adjacencymatrices. a, Scheme of a neural network hav-
ing (M)excitatory and (◦) inhibitoryneurons, cf. [11]. Theadjacencymatrix describes thepairwise
interactions among coupled units by defining links Aij — represented by the arrows — starting
from a unit j which is influencing the dynamics of a unit i. b, Scheme of a gene regulatory net-
work of three genes, cf. [80]. We can distinguish three dierent types of interactions, whereA13
(`) indicates that gene 3 represses the expresion of gene 1; A21 (→) indicates that gene 1 acti-
vates the expression of gene 2, but the third interaction (→) represents a three-point interaction
aecting the dynamics of gene 3. Three-point and higher-order interactions cannot be expressed
in terms of adjecency matrices.
where xi ∈ RD denotes the activity of the i-th neural population in the network,
S : RD → RD is a sigmoidal function representing the firing rates of populations
and τij ∈ R is the time delay between populations j and i.
Also, models for networks of chemical reactions — systems that describe the con-





where the entries of Jij indicate the number of molecules of chemical species involved
in each reaction and gj(xj) is a component of the reaction rate vector g(x) ∈ RN .
1.2.2. Networks with higher-order interactions
However, models (1.3) and (1.4) fail to represent systems with higher-order interac-
tions. For instance, the structure of simple networks such as
ẋ1 = h1(x1) + g13(x1, x3),
ẋ2 = h2(x2) + g21(x2, x1), (1.7)
ẋ3 = h3(x3) + g12(x1, x2),
may not be representable in terms of adjacency matrices due to the three-point in-
teraction affecting the dynamics of unit 3, cf. Fig. 1.2b. Furthermore, one would
need to resort to more elaborate concepts such as the adjacency tensor [82] of order
3 to represent the structure of (1.7). Moreover, networks with higher-order inter-
actions may even require adjecency tensors of higher orders to accurately represent
the network structure.
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1.3 Explicit dependency matrix
Alternatively, we may represent the structure of a network having higher-order in-
teractions in terms of its incidence matrix H ∈ {0, 1}M×N , where N is the number
of units in the network and M is the number of interactions [83]. Specifically, H de-
fines how units are organized or involved in the network interactions. For instance,
the incidence matrix H for (1.7) is given by
H =
 1 0 11 1 0
1 1 1
 , (1.8)
where the rows of H represent the existing interactions and its columns the network
units. Nonetheless, despite H reliably captures the network structure, it may not be
simply included in the functional forms of networks, as for the adjecency matrices
in (1.4).
Do other network representations exist that are comprehensive but simple enough
to capture the network structure in the presence of higher-oder interactions while
explicitly appearing in the functional form of networks? In the next section we
introduce an orginal and novel description for networks of dynamical system which
solves this particular challenge.
1.3. Explicit dependency matrix
For networks of units whose state is defined by scalar variables xi(t) ∈ R, we propose
that
ẋi = fi(Λix) + Ii(t) + ξi(t), (1.9)
where x = [x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xN(t)]T ∈ RN is a vector containing the network state
at t and fi : RN → R is a function that specifies the dynamics of unit i. The
terms Ii(t) ∈ R and ξi(t) ∈ R represent external driving signals and external noise
acting on the i-th unit, respectively. Especially, we introduce the diagonal matrix
Λi ∈ {0, 1}N×N , that establishes which units are affecting the dynamics of unit i.
We call Λi the explicit dependency matrix of unit i.










where the partial derivatives are identically zero, ∂fi/∂xj ≡ 0, if and only if
(∂fi/∂xj)(Λix) = 0 for all x. Hence, if a unit j is directly affecting the dynam-
ics of unit i, it follows that Λijj = 1 and Λijj = 0 otherwise.
In particular, the set of explicit dependency matrices Λi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
replaces the concept of adjacency matrices in (1.4). Yet, differently from adjacency
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matrices, the explicit dependency matrices Λi comprise all types of network interac-
tions within its structure, cf. (1.10). Thus, independently of whether we deal with
networks having pairwise, three-point or higher-order interactions, the Λi matrices
reliably capture the network structure.
For instance, let us construct the explicit dependency matrices for the system de-
scribed in (1.7). Within our framework, we may represent (1.7) as
ẋ1 = f1(Λ1x) = h1(x1) + g13(x1, x3),
ẋ2 = f2(Λ2x) = h2(x2) + g21(x2, x1), (1.11)
ẋ3 = f3(Λ3x) = h3(x3) + g12(x1, x2).






, . . . , ∂f
∂xN
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Therefore, according to (1.10), we may describe the structure of (1.7) as
Λ1 =
 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
 , Λ2 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
 , Λ3 =
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , (1.13)
where Λ1, Λ2 and Λ3 are the dependency matrices for units 1,2 and 3, respectively.
Particularly, the advantage of explicit dependency matrices over other represen-
tations (e.g. adjacency and incidence matrices) is their coarser definition of con-
nections. Grouping all orders of interactions into individual quantities eases the
description of a network structure, as shown in the preceding example. Moreover,
explicit dependencies are intrinsic to the definition of networks of dynamical sys-
tems, and thereby, one can always derive such matrices from models (1.4) and (1.9)
through (1.10)
For arbitrary D-dimensional units xi ∈ RD, we may expand (1.9) as
ẋdi = fi(Λidx) + Idi (t) + ξdi (t), (1.14)
where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D}, x(t) = [x1(t),x2(t), . . . ,xN(t)]T ∈
RND is a vector containing the state of every unit (and their components) at time t,
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fdi : RND → R is a function that specifies the dynamics of the d-th component of unit
i and I i(t) =
[
I1i (t), I2i (t), . . . , IDi (t)
]T
∈ RD and ξi(t) =
[
ξ1i (t), ξ2i (t), . . . , ξDi (t)
]T
∈
RD are a vector of external driving signals and external noise. The explicit depen-
dency matrix Λid ∈ {0, 1}ND×ND is a diagonal matrix that establishes the structural
dependency of the d-th component of unit i with respect to other units and their














where kjs := (j − 1)D+ s is the index of the s-th component of unit j. Thus, if the
s-th component of unit j, xsj , affects the dynamics of the d-th component of unit i,




For later use, we further define the dynamics spaces Di ⊂ R(N+1) for all i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N} with xi ∈ R. Such spaces Di are defined for each unit i as extensions
of the common state space S explained in sec. 1.1 including the rate of change ẋi of
the unit. Thus, each possible system state defines a point δi(t) := (x(t), ẋi(t)) ∈ Di,
cf. Fig. 1.3 for a simple example. Furthermore, states δi(t) ∈ D may be mapped to
s(t) ∈ S by a simple orthogonal projection,
s(t) =

1 0 . . . 0
0 1 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . 1
0 0 . . . 0
 δi(t). (1.16)
Figure 1.3. – A dynamics space better explains dynamics than a state space. a, Scheme
of a chaotic double pendulum, cf. [84]. b, State space of the system for initial conditions
(θ1, θ2, θ̇1, θ̇2) = (0.87,−0.17, 2.00,−2.00). c, Dynamics space for pendulum 1. While a trajec-
tory in the state space defines the evolution of the system froma initial condition (b), the dynam-
ics space provides more information on the evolution of system by including the rate of change
of units. Thus, it explains in more detail how a system yields a specific trajectory (c).
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Moreover, likewise to sec. 1.1, we define a trajectory δi in the state space Di as
a sequential collection of states δi := [δi(1), δi(2), . . . , δi(T )] ∈ RT , where T is the
number of states and δi determines the evolution of unit i following a initial condition
(x(0), ẋi(0)).
These representation in dynamics spaces will prove useful in chapter 2 for under-
standing how very disparate networks may perform identical dynamics, in chapter 3
for explaining how time series alone may uniquely reveal structural connection, in
chapter 4, chapter 5, chapter 6 and chapter 7 for illustrating how local samplings of
network dynamics may be used to infer the structure of networks.
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Parametrization of network dynamics
Recent studies coming from different fields suggest that, apart from structure, there
may be other important factors defining and shaping network dynamics [28, 29, 57,
85]. For example, it has been shown that models of spiking neural networks [25–27,
34,35,40] may exhibit specific spike patterns which may be generated by any network
from a high-dimensional family of networks. Modeling and experimental results in
gene regulatory networks also indicate that disparate structures may yield identical
dynamics under different mechanisms involving distinct network parameters and
rate laws [28, 29]. These results suggest the existence of a sort of give-and-take
mechanism in networks, where reducing one parameter may be compensated by
increasing (or reducing) other parameters.
Such evidences raise some important questions: is this give-and-take mechanism
unique to specific systems or is it a general property of networks? How are distinct
mechanisms yielding an identical dynamics related? Moreover, how can one find
classes of networks capable of generating a common dynamics?
In this chapter, we propose an inverse approach to answer these questions from a
general perspective. First, we determine how different networks of generic units may
generate a common collective dynamics by separating the contributions of structure
and function to network dynamics. Second, we derive a theoretical framework to
simultaneously restrict connectivities and local and coupling functions given pre-
defined time series of the units. This proves helpful in understanding how distinct
dynamical mechanisms generating a common network dynamics are related. In par-
ticular, we show (i) how the collective dynamics of networks may be parametrized
in the dynamics space, (ii) how different network connectivities may achieve identi-
cal dynamics, and (iii) how these networks energetically differ from each other. As
an example, we rewire networks of Kuramoto [86] and Kuramoto-like [87] oscilla-
tors with random network topologies into different networks that display the same
collective dynamics. Parts of the results of this chapter were published in [24].
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2.1. Parametrization of network dynamics
To understand how disparate networks yield identical dynamics, we firstly need to
understand how explicit dependencies Λi influence the unit’s dynamics. Therefore,








or in vector form,
ẍi =∇fiΛiẋ, (2.2)













is a row vector containing the gradient of function fi. Thus, each entry in ∇fi
comprises a unit-specific dependency of unit i on unit j, ∂fi/∂xj 6≡ 0.
The implications of equation (2.2) may be better understood in terms of the unit’s
dynamics space Di, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. The unit’s rate of change ẋi(t) may be
thought of as the position of a moving particle in the dynamics space Di, where (2.2)
represents the rate of change of the particle with respect to time when it is moving at
a velocity ẋ and the gradient sets the direction in which the directional derivative
is greatest, cf. Fig. 2.1. So, if the elements in ∇fi were considered as tunable
parameters of the unit’s dynamics (e.g., fi may be freely designed), one would be able
to tune the gradient entries ∂fi/∂xj such that (2.2) is always satisfied for given x, ẋ
and ẍi. Specifically, equation (2.2) provides N − 1 degrees of freedom for selecting
the entries of ∇fi. Mostly important, equation (2.2) separates the contributions of
structure Λi and function fi to network dynamics, thus, demonstrating the existence
of an interplay mechanism between structure and function in networks.
Also, equation (2.2) explains how networks having very different structures and
interactions may yield identical dynamics in time. In general, by modifying units’
interactions while preserving (2.2), one may explore the space of networks yielding
identical dynamics. Designing ∇fi at will implies to establish how the unit (and
consequently, the network) would evolve in the dynamics space while yielding a
pre-specified dynamics, as shown in sec. 2.2.
2.1.1. Parametrization of specific dynamics
How can we parametrize the network dynamics in the dynamics space? Specifi-
cally, how can we find the set of explicit dependencies Λi and gradients ∇fi that
yield identical network dynamics? Here, we introduce a rather simple approach
20
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Figure 2.1. – The gradient∇fi indicates where the unit evolves in the dynamics space in time.
The gradient∇fi (green) points in the direction in which the unit’s dynamics (orange) evolves in
time. The green surface depicts the tangent space that contains∇fi and the gray surface is the
manifold onwhich the dynamics is embedded. The gradient∇fi points in the direction inwhich
the unit evolves in time, thus, by controlling the entries in∇fi onewould be able to control how
the unit evolves in the dynamics space.
for parametrizing network dynamics in terms of its family of generating network
structures and interactions.
First, let us assume that a high-dimensional time series of a network is given by
xi,m = xi(tm), (2.4)
for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, tm = m∆t+t0 and ∆t is sufficiently small such as to reliably





xi,m+2 − 2xi,m + xi,m−2
4∆t2 . (2.6)
Additionally, let us define matrices Γi ∈ RNM×NM and Y ∈ RNM×M as
Γi :=

Λi 0 . . . 0
0 Λi . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . Λi
 , (2.7)
where 0 is a matrix full of zeros of size N ×N and
Y :=

ẋ1 0 . . . 0
0 ẋ2 . . . 0
... ... . . . ...
0 0 . . . ẋM
 , (2.8)
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with ẋm = [ẋ1,m, ẋ2,m, . . . , ẋN,m]T ∈ RN and 0 is a vector full of zeros of size N .
Equation (2.2) may be rewritten for M different time steps as
ẍi = giΓiY, (2.9)
where ẍi = [ẍi,1, ẍi,2, . . . , ẍi,M ] ∈ RM is a vector that contains the rate of change of
unit dynamics ẋi for M different time steps, gi = [∇fi,1,∇fi,2, . . . ,∇fi,M ] ∈ RNM
is a vector composed by the gradients ∇fi,m evaluated at M time steps. The M -
dimensional time series (2.4) for each i imposes M linear constraints on the non-
linear system of equations (2.9) with (NM +N) unknowns coming from the entries
of gi and Λi. However, entries in Λi are either ones or zeros (whether a unit interacts




∇fi,1Λi,∇fi,2Λi, . . . ,∇fi,MΛi
]T
∈ RNM , (2.10)
where the magnitude of its entries are strictly related to the gradients’ entries. Thus,
one may solve the under-determined system (2.9) instead as
ΓigTi = V Σ†UTẍTi +Wζi, (2.11)
where the operator † stands for pseudo-inverse [88] and Y T = UΣV T (singular value
decomposition), W ∈ RNM×M(N−1) is a orthonormal basis for the nullspace1 of Y T
and ζi ∈ RM(N−1) is a vector of tunable parameters, cf. Appendix B.
Equation (2.11) parametrizes the space of solutions for (2.9). So, different choices
of ζi produce different explicit dependencies and interactions ΓigTi that are con-
sistent with (2.9). Furthermore, equation (2.11) spans all possible configurations
for structures and interactions, and we will refer to them from now on as network
configurations.
The main advantage of parametrization (2.11) is that by imposing specific con-
straints on units’ dynamics (e.g., specific network connectivities), the gradient en-
tries may be optimized for particular purposes. This is done by solving ζi given a
specific set of constraints, cf. sec. 2.1.2.
An approach using equation (2.11) is of practical importance when replacing or
shutting down units, as shown in sec. 2.2. We may want to perform changes on
the network structure while affecting its dynamics the least. So, by parametriz-
ing the network dynamics through (2.11), we may alter the network structure and
still achieve a pre-specified dynamics given problem-specific constraints (e.g. wiring
costs), cf. Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. Furthermore, we may move across equivalent net-
works producing identical dynamics through (2.11) with little effort. This feature
makes this approach a promising tool for designing networks for specific function,
and moreover, it poses an alternative viewpoint to understand the interplay between
the structure and function of complex networks.
In the next section, we propose a method to arrange the gradient entries with a set
of allowed dependency matrices Λi.
1W may be easily extracted from the singular value decomposition of Y T, cf. [4, 34,35,64,69,88]
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Figure 2.2. – Two equivalent trajectories in the dynamics space produce identical dynamics in
time. The gradient∇fi (solid) points in thedirection inwhich a specific unit’s dynamics (dashed)
evolves in time. The green surface depicts the tangent space that contains∇fi and the gray sur-
face is the manifold on which the dynamics is embedded. Both dynamics yield dierent trajec-
tories inDi, but both yield equal ẋi(t) (according to (2.11)), thus, producing identical dynamics
in time.
2.1.2. Designing networks
We consider designing a network as selecting a network structure and arranging the
gradients such that the selected network structure satisfies a specific pre-defined
dynamics. To design a network, we propose to arrange the block entries ∇fi,mΛi of

































where ∂fi,m/∂xj = ∂fi(Λixm)/∂xj is the partial derivative of fi with respect to the
activity of unit j evaluated at time step m. Unless the network is fully connected,
the diagonal of Λi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} are composed of zeros and ones depending
on the network connectivity. If Λijj = 0, it follows from equation (2.12) that
∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} : Gimj = 0, (2.13)
where Gimj is the (j,m) entry of Gi. The conditions (2.13) may be used as constraints
to choose a specific ζ̂i from the family of solutions (2.11) such that (2.13) holds2.
2The dimension of the space of solutions for ζi depends on the number of conditions (2.13). By
imposing more conditions, one may reduce the dimensionality of the solution space.
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After a specific ζ̂i has been chosen, one may compute the remaining entries in Gi
by computing (2.11) using ζ̂i.
Figure 2.3. – Equivalent networks show identical dynamics. (a-d), Network connectivity for
four dierent networks of N = 15 coded as gray for connections and white otherwise. a, Net-
work of directionally coupled Kuramoto oscillators (2.14). (b,c,d), Fully-connected, regular and
randomly-connected networks with optimized gradients. e, Dynamics generated by the network
shown in a. The other three networks (b,c,d) display identical dynamics to that of a if the inter-
actions among their units are properly arranged, cf. Fig.2.4.
2.2. Example: re-engineering networks
Similarly to network design, re-engineering networks often implies to rewire networks
into feasible structures while preserving the dynamics of the original network. This,
in turn, may require that network interactions change in the rewired network for
preserving the desired network dynamics.
Here, to test the framework described in sec. 2.1.1 and sec. 2.1.2, we simulated net-
works of directionally coupled Kuramoto [86,89],





Jij sin (xj − xi) , (2.14)
and Kuramoto-like oscillators [87],





Jij [sin (xj − xi − 1.05) + 0.33 sin (2 (xj − xi))] , (2.15)
having k incoming connections per node, cf. Fig. 2.3 a realization. Here, the entries
of J ∈ RN×N are given by J = RA, where  stands for entry-wise-matrix product
and A ∈ {0, 1}N×N is a randomly generated adjacency matrix. Both the ωi and the
Rij are drawn from a uniform distribution on the respective intervals ωi ∈ [−2, 2]
and Rij ∈ [0.5, 1].
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The time derivatives ẋi,m and ẍi,m are estimated from sampled time series as in (2.5)
and (2.6). Then, we parametrize the dynamics of each unit in an interval of M time
steps utilizing (2.11) and rewired original networks (2.14) and (2.15) for different
sets of dependency matrices Λi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. The resulting Gipredict the
dynamics ẏi of unit i in the rewired networks via
ẏi,m+1 ≈ ẋi,m +Gim [xm+1 − xm] , (2.16)
where ẏi,m is the predicted dynamics for i at time step m, Gim is the m-th row of a
Gi calculated for a specific Λi and xm = [x1,m, x2,m, . . . , xN,m]T ∈ RN .
2.2.1. Moving across network structures
Exploiting the parametrization (2.11) permits to explore many different network
structures with a desired dynamics at will, regardless the topological features of
such structures, cf. Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4. The interplay between function and struc-
ture described above determines the rearrangement of interactions among units such
that the system as a whole describes a pre-defined dynamics. Furthermore, equa-
tion (2.11) permits to actively modify network structure and rearrange interactions
in time while preserving a desired dynamics, feature that may be of interest for
designing time-dependent structures, cf. Fig. 2.5.
2.2.2. Network variance and time resolution
To measure the reliability of predictions, we quantified the differences between pre-






(xi,t − yi,t)2 , (2.17)
for several rewired networks, cf. Fig. 2.6. Additionally, to understand the source
of variances between networks, we computed the mean network variance 〈Nv〉t.
The numerics suggest that the mean variance 〈Nv〉t roughly scales as a power-law
〈Nv〉t ∼ (∆t)α where α ≈ 2.2, cf. Fig. 2.6. This implies that differences between
network dynamics may be due to numerical aspects (e.g, approximations (2.16) and
numerical differentiations (2.5) and (2.6)), and not due to the parametrization itself.
2.3. Energy of network configurations
Can we quantify differences among distinct network configurations? As shown
above, distinct configurations achieve a specific dynamics by rearranging the gradi-
ent entries ∂fi,m/∂xj, cf. Fig. 2.4. Furthermore, the collection of entries ∂fi,m/∂xj
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Figure 2.4. – Dierent network configurations yield identical dynamics by rearranging of net-
work interactions. (a-d), ∂fi/∂xj for unit i = 2 and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} in the four networks
shown in Fig.2.3. a, Network of directionally coupled Kuramoto oscillators (2.14). (b,c,d), Fully-
connected, regular and randomly-connectednetworks. Dierent networksmanage to yield iden-
tical dynamics by reconstituting network interactions. Thus, dierent structures force units to
interact in dierent manners for achieving a common network dynamics.
for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} are specific to each configuration.
Thus, we propose to measure the effort put on by a network configuration to achieve
a specific dynamics in terms of the energies Ei(ζi) ∈ R defined as
Ei = E(Gi(ζi)), (2.18)
for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. However, what is a good choice for the energy function
E? A candidate function must satisfy E(Gi(ζi)) > 0 and E(0N×M) = 0 where
0N×M = {0}N×M . Interestingly, the squared Frobenius norm ‖·‖2F is a natural choice













where σij∈{1,2,...,N} are the singular values of Gi.
Equation (2.19) directly relates the parametrization (2.11) with energy Ei(ζi), which
eases a general analysis as we will see in short. Equation (2.19) may also be written
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Figure 2.5. – Time dependent network connectivity and active rearrangement of network in-
teractions. (a,b), Network connectivity for two dierent networks ofN = 15 coded as gray for
connections and white otherwise. (a,b), Regular and randomly-connected networks with opti-
mized gradients. c, ∂fi/∂xj for unit i = 5 and j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} in a network actively chang-
ing from the structure depicted in a (pink area) to b (blue area). Even if the network structure
changes, the gradient entries may be rearranged to satisfy the pre-defined dynamics. Specifi-
cally, at t = 40 the network changes its structure, thus, shuts down some interactions and acti-










































Replacing both j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} indices on the right hand














Further inspection on (2.23) reveals that
N∑
j=1
σ2ij = rTi ri + ζTi WTWζi + 2rTi Wζi. (2.24)
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Figure 2.6. –Network variance scales with the sampling rate. Network variance for networks of
N = 15 Kuramoto-like oscillators (2.15) and sampling rate dependence. a, Network variance in
time for three dierent proposednetwork connectivities. b, Meannetwork variance 〈Nv〉t versus
∆twith the best power-law fit. The inset shows same data on a logarithmic scale. c, Topology A
(regular network), Topology B (heterogeneous network) and Topology C (random network).
However, given that (i)W is orthonormal basis for the nullspace of Y T, thusWTW =




σ2ij = rTi ri + ζTi ζi. (2.25)
Equation (2.25) provides a simple relation between the energies Ei(ζi) and the







where 0M(N−1) ∈ {0}M(N−1), for the minimal energy required to yield a specific
network dynamics. Here we will refer to this network configuration yielding energies
∀ i : Ei = Ei0 as the minimal network configuration.
Furthermore, equation (2.25) predicts that different network configurations may
achieve identical energies. Specifically, as long as two different vectors ζi and ζ ′i






2, both configurations will yield identical
energies Ei, cf. Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.7. – Dierent network configurations may yield identical energies. Equation (2.25)
defines isoenergetic hyper-surfaces Ei. (a,b), Examples of isoenergetic surfaces in 3-D and 2-
D. Two dierent network configurations may achieve identical energies Ei by means of distinct
sets of σij satisfying (2.25). Thus, one may rewire network structures while satisfying energy
constraints.
2.3.1. Optimality of network configurations
Can we say something about how optimal a given network configuration is? Given






to the minimal configuration, we may quantify the energy-wise optimality of a given
configuration producing a specific network dynamics. Specifically, higher values of
Ri indicate more optimal configurations with respect to the minimal configuration.
As an example, we compare the optimality of networks of Kuramoto (2.14) and
Kuramoto-like oscillators (2.15) with their minimal counterparts, cf. Fig. 2.8. We
observed that both types of networks are by no means particularly optimal. Mean-
ing that the energy invested by such is too high when compared to their minimal
configurations. Yet, are other network configurations more energetically optimal for
producing the same network dynamics?
To briefly answer the latter, we tested the optimality of re-engineered networks using
randomly generated network structures with a fixed number of incoming connections
per node. Opposite to our example, these networks yielded high optimality values,
thus largely outperforming original networks, cf. Fig. 2.9. Such results suggest that
interactions between units may be optimized, energetically speaking, into different
coupling functions than those used in (2.14) and (2.15). Therefore, our results affir-
matively answer that original networks may be (considerably) optimized employing
different configurations.
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Figure 2.8. – Networks of Kuramoto and Kuramoto-like oscillators are not energy-wise opti-
mal. (a,b), Mean energy-wise optimality R = N−1
∑N
n=1 Ri for ID ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 30} dierent
networks of N = 15 and k = 7 of Kuramoto (2.14) and Kuramoto-like (2.15). ID represents
labeling of networks. When compared to their minimal configurations, the simulated networks
look rather non-optimal. Values indicate that these networks invest large energies to yield their
specific dynamics.
2.4. Discussion
In this chapter, we proposed to view network dynamics as an inverse problem. Start-
ing from our definition of networks of dynamical systems, we developed a method to
find the set of all networks yielding a common collective dynamics. Specifically, by
separating contributions to network dynamics coming from structure and function,
we analytically parametrized the set of all ways in which a collection of intercon-
nected units have to interact to reproduce a specific dynamics. Additionally, we
demonstrated that interactions may be optimized for specific network structures
and still achieve pre-defined dynamics. Interestingly, also time-dependent network
structures satisfying specific structural constraints may be designed using our ap-
proach. Furthermore, here we introduced a set of physical quantities for measuring
an energy-wise optimality of networks.
Previous works on inverse problems on networks of continuously coupled units have
mainly focused on finding the actual network structure generating a specific dy-
namics [7, 9, 10, 22, 34, 35, 63–65, 67, 69, 90]. However, works on networks of spiking
neurons suggest the existence of an interplay between the structure and function of
networks that can be exploited for designing networks for specific dynamics [26,27].
Here we extended the ideas presented in [26,27] to demonstrate that such interplay
also exists in networks of continuously coupled units. In particular, this mechanism
explains that disparate networks yield identical dynamics by rearranging interactions
while satisfying specific constraints. For instance, rewiring connections within a
network will require that functional interactions (coupling functions) among units
also change if one wants the network dynamics to remain intact. Specifically, this
give-and-take mechanism exploits the fact that a given dynamics may be achieved
in the dynamics space in several different manners spanned by different connections,
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Figure 2.9. – Energy-wise optimality of re-engineered networks. (a,b), Mean energy-wise opti-
malityR = N−1
∑N
n=1 Ri for ID ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 30} dierent networks ofN = 15 and k = 7 of Ku-
ramoto (2.14) and Kuramoto-like (2.15). ID represents labeling of networks. Re-engineered net-
works achieve specific dynamics in more optimal ways than original Kuramoto and Kuramoto-
like oscillators, cf. Fig.2.8.
local dynamics and coupling functions. Thus, confirming that networks are more
than just its structure. Instead, these are intricate combinations of several factors
(e.g., connections, local dynamics, coupling functions) occurring simultaneously and
shaping network dynamics. Furthermore, here we demonstrated the existence of
minimal network configurations, networks that reproduce a specific dynamics while
investing the minimal energy. This provides a natural way to measure and compare
the optimality of networks designed for specific function. Yet, it is still unclear how
this optimality scheme compares to other schemes observed in nature, such as the
minimization of wiring-costs.
To our knowledge, the present chapter might be one of the few first studies (cf.
Refs. [26,27]) tackling the interplay between network’s structure and function from a
general and analytical perspective. Future work still needs to completely understand
this give-and-take mechanism and its relation to functional form of coupling func-
tions. Although, here we limited ourselves to numerically find the family of network
configurations for a specific dynamics, one may also want to construct analytical
functions for such configurations through basis functions for network modeling pur-
poses. Furthermore, an immediate next step in this area is to devise optimization
schemes for particular purposes such as robustness to dynamical or adaptability to
structural perturbations. Such schemes may bridge the results of this chapter with





Network connectivity from time series
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in developing methods to infer
how interacting units are connected. For instance, understanding interactions at
cellular levels may help in identifying genes and pathways involved in the progression
of specific human diseases [33]. Also, understanding how genes regulate themselves
in gene regulatory networks may explain how cell differentiation is carried out in
living organisms [80,91–93].
Yet, the network connectivity is often not directly accessible in experimental se-
tups. Instead, one must resort to indirect approaches to retrieve connections from
available data. Generally, given a set of observations of a network under different
conditions (e.g., perturbations of a steady-state), heuristic similarity measures (e.g.,
mutual information [41], transfer entropy [42], Granger causality [43, 44] and ex-
tensions thereof) are computed between pairs of units and thresholded to discern
between actual and absent links. Such methods are susceptible to recover spurious
connections, leading to faulty results.
Alternatively, methods stemming from the theory of networks of dynamical systems
have proven to safely recover structural connections (physical links) by exploiting
certain features of network dynamics [22]. For instance, it was demonstrated in
systems defined as [22,69]
ẋi = bi (xi) +
N∑
j=1
Jijgij (xi, xj) , (3.1)
where bi : R → R sets the local dynamics, the gij : R2 → R set how units i and j
interact and the elements Jij ∈ R set the connectivity; that if functions bi and gij
are known, the elements Jij may be recovered from simply observing the network
dynamics. Nonetheless, such functions are usually not at hand when dealing with
real-life networks.
Thus, is it possible to retrieve connections purely from observing the network dy-
namics? Particularly, is the pre-knowledge of functions bi and gij really necessary
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to understand how units are interacting with each other? Furthermore, can time
series of a network uniquely determine its structure?
In this chapter, we propose a model-independent framework to reveal network struc-
tural connections from time series alone. We formulate the problem in terms of a
functional decomposition of dynamical systems by decomposing units’ dynamics in
terms of network interactions of several orders. This decomposition (when properly
generated) entirely map structural connections between units. We also introduce
the Algorithm for Revealing Network Interactions (ARNI) that reverse-engineers the
set of interactions that best captures units’ dynamics. Interestingly, sufficiently long
time series and compositions of several different short time series safely reveal net-
work structural connections. This suggests that the sampling of units’ dynamics
space is the responsible for revealing structural links. We demonstrate the efficiency
of our method by successfully revealing structural connections in networks of coupled
oscillators exhibiting complex dynamics.
3.1. Interaction decomposition of network dynamics
To describe our framework for inferring connections, here we will describe the dy-
namics of networks in terms of generic dynamical systems (1.9), cf. chapter 1.
In real-world problems, functions bi are generally not at hand. Instead one is forced
to estimate them while relying on units’ dynamics xi(t). This renders the problem
of inferring explicit connections Λi from ẋi and x into a difficult (and possibly
combinatorial) task to solve.
Still, researchers often select particular models for hi, involving known functions
and specific types of interactions to explain the network dynamics [22,69,70,73,74].
Subsequently, based on these models, one may reconstruct the network connectivity
from recorded measurements. Nevertheless, proposing models for the underlying
mechanisms defining the network dynamics requires a strong a priori knowledge
about the network intrinsic features, such as the local dynamics coupling functions.
We circumvent these limitations by functionally decomposing units’ dynamics in
interaction terms with the rest of the network as















ΛijjΛissΛiwwgijsw(xj, xs, xw) + . . . (3.2)
where gij : R → R, gijs : R2 → R, gijsw : R3 → R and, in general gij1j2...jK : R
K → R,




Specifically, decomposition (3.2) separates contributions to units’ dynamics arising
from different types of network interactions. Thus, it may be employed to infer
network connectivity.
3.2. Reconstruction problem
Here reconstructing the network connectivity implies identifying which interactions
in (3.2) capture the network dynamics the best. So, given that fi and Λi are un-
known, functions gij1j2...jK are not directly accessible. Still, one may expand these

























cijsw,phjsw,p(xj, xs, xw) + . . . , (3.3)
where Pk indicates the number of basis functions employed in the expansion. The
rationale of (3.3) is to express the unknown functions gij1j2...jK in terms of linear
combinations of simpler and known functions [94].
Hence, defining
hj(xj) := [hj,1(xj), hj,2(xj), . . . , hj,P1(xj)]









∈ RP1 , and analogously repeating the same process for

















ΛijjΛissΛiwwcijswhjsw(xj, xs, xw) + . . . . (3.5)
Now, let us assume that we are given a high dimensional time series of a network
xi,m = xi(tm) for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, where tm = m∆t + t0 is the sampling time
for m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Additionally, let us assume that ∆t is sufficiently small such
as to reliably estimate time derivatives ẋi from measured time series, thereby, ẋi,m

















ΛijjΛissΛiwwcijswHjsw + . . . , (3.6)
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where ẋi := [ẋi,1, ẋi,2, . . . , ẋi,M ] ∈ RM ,
Hj := [hj(xj,1),hj(xj,2), . . . ,hj(xj,M)] ∈ RP1×M , (3.7)
and matrices Hjs and Hjsw are constructed in a similar manner to (3.7).
Finally, the reconstruction problem becomes identifying the non-zero interaction
terms in equation (3.6) that best capture the unit’s dynamics. Yet, the vector of
coefficients cij, cijs, cijsw (and so on) are unknown, thereby, hindering the retrieval of
Λi from (3.6).
3.3. Algorithm for revealing network interactions ARNI
Solving linear systems (3.6) consist in finding block structures for ci. These struc-
tured solutions are composed by blocks cis of non-zero entries (representing the non-
zero interactions acting on unit i) distributed along ci, cf. Fig. 3.1. However, such
solutions cannot be retrieved in standard manners (e.g. Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inversion or minimization of L1-norm, cf. Appendix A and Appendix B). Thus,
solving this kind of systems requires more sophisticated methods.
Specifically, given a linear system
y = cD, (3.8)
where y ∈ R1×M is a vector of M measurements and D ∈ RNd×M is a matrix
divided into N matrix blocks Dj ∈ Rd×M for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, we may define a
structured solution in blocks for c as [95–99]
c =
[
c1, c2, . . . , cd︸ ︷︷ ︸
c1
, cd+1, cd+2, . . . , c2d︸ ︷︷ ︸
c2




where cj ∈ Rd for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} represent the blocks.
Recent efforts on solving systems (3.8) subjected to solutions (3.9) in blocks have
been mainly focused on block sparse1 solutions on under-determined systems (Nd
M) [95–99] , cf. Fig. 3.1. Such approaches (e.g. group lasso [95], sparse regression
using mixed norms [97], block orthogonal matching pursuit [98]) take advantage of
the indeterminacy of systems (3.8) to iteratively construct a block sparse solution
from a family of solutions for (3.8) employing specific heuristics (e.g. minimizing
‖cj‖2 for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} while maximizing the number of zero blocks [96]).
Nonetheless, despite returning block solutions, these approaches do not retrieve
non-sparse solutions. Thus, limiting their applicability only to systems showing
sparseness. Furthermore, preliminary tests revealed that these approaches fail to
1A sparse vector consist in an array containing only few entries different from zero [95–100].
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Figure 3.1. – Sparsity diers from block sparsity. A sparse vector contains only few entries dif-
ferent that zero distributed along the vector. Instead, a block sparse vector is composed by few
blocks of non-zero entries.
recover the network connectivity in our reconstruction problems (3.6), even when
the networks were considerably sparse.
Thus, in view of this, we developed the Algorithm for Revealing Network Interactions
(ARNI) that reverse-engineers the non-zero interactions in equation (3.6) while solely
relying on measured time series of x. Specifically, ARNI: (i) constructs functional
spaces for each interaction using the known basis functions and measured time series,
(ii) finds the best suited set of interactions that reproduces the measured ẋi under
a squared error-minimization scheme and (iii) returns the explicit connections Λi of
the unit.
In particular, ARNI recovers connections by minimizing projections on sequentially-
enlarged functional spaces generated by the basis functions, cf. Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3.
Conceptually, the algorithm consist of the following steps:
1. Select a generic model for interactions by choosing orders K, P1, P2, P3 and
so on, in (3.6).
2. Select models for basis functions hj,p(xj), hjs,p(xj, xs), hjsw,p(xj, xs, xw) and so
on, cf. sec. 3.4.3.3.
3. Compute vectors ẋi = [ẋi,1, ẋi,2, . . . , ẋi,M ] ∈ RM for all i and construct the set









4. Define the set N := {1, 2, . . . , Q} that contains all s indices of H.
5. Define the set of incoming interactions of unit i at the l-th iteration as L̂i,l,
and initialize L̂i0 = ∅.
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where σ (y) stands for the standard deviation of entries of y, † indicates the





Hj1 , Hj2 , . . . , Hjl−1 , Hn
]T
∈ Rl(K+1)×M , (3.12)
where jp ∈ L̂i,(l−1) and p = {1, 2, . . . , l − 1}.




, nr ∈ N \ L̂i,(l−1), r ∈
{1, 2, . . . , L} and L =
∣∣∣N \ L̂i,(l−1)∣∣∣.
8. If the standard deviation σl := σ(εi(l)) ≤ θ, STOP algorithm and RETURN
L̂i,(l−1) as set of incoming interactions.
9. Else, UPDATE L̂i,l = L̂i,(l−1) ∪ {n∗} where








and REPEAT from step 6 until step 7 is satisfied or N \ L̂i,(l−1) 6= ∅.
For the condition N \ L̂i,(l−1) 6= ∅, the algorithm has a complexity of O (Q2).
3.4. Reconstructing networks from dynamics
To test the framework described in this chapter, we generated high dimensional time
series simulating directionally coupled networks of dynamical systems. The resulting
time series were used as inputs for reconstructing network structural connections by
means of ARNI.
So, to introduce a functional complexity in the coupling functions, we selected a
model of Kuramoto-like oscillators with coupling functions having two Fourier modes
[87]





Jij [sin (xj − xi − 1.05) + 0.33 sin (2 (xj − xi))] + ξi, (3.14)
having ni randomly-selected incoming connections per node. Here, the entries of
J ∈ RN×N are given by J = R A, where  stands for entry-wise-matrix product,
A ∈ {0, 1}N×N is a randomly generated adjacency matrix with a fixed number ni of
non-zero entries per row and R ∈ RN×N with Rij randomly drawn from a uniform
distribution Rij ∈ [0.5, 1]. The natural frequencies ωi are randomly selected from a
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Figure 3.2. – ARNI reveals connections by projecting dynamics onto spaces spanned by basis
functions. a, ARNI projects dynamical vectors ẋi onto spaces spanned byHs, whereH†sHsẋi is
the projection and ẋi −H†sHsẋi the error of the projection. b, ARNI selects theHs yielding the
largest projection, or conversely, the smallest error. c, ARNI iteratively constructs L̂i by means
of L̂i,l. At l = 1, ẋi is projected on all spaces and one incoming interaction n∗ (red) is selected
according to (3.13). At l = 2, ẋi is now projected on the composite spaces formed by the in-
ferred incoming connection in L̂i,1 and the rest of possible incoming interaction in C1. Then, one
incoming interaction n∗ (green) is selected according to (3.13). At l = 3, ẋi is projected in the
composite spaces formedby the inferred incoming interactions in L̂i,2 and the rest of possible in-
coming interactions inC2. Then, an incoming interactionn∗ (blue) is selectedaccording to (3.13).
This process is repeated until the stopping criterion σl ≤ θ is reached.
uniform distribution ωi ∈ [−2, 2] and ξi represents external white noise affecting the
dynamics of unit i.
To test the robustness of our approach against chaotic dynamics, we simulated
networks of coupled Rössler oscillators [79]. The dynamics of each oscillator xi =
[x1i , x2i , x3i ] ∈ R3 is set by three differential equations





Jij sin(x1j) + ξ1i ,
ẋ2i = x1i + 0.1x2i + ξ2i ,




+ ξ3i , (3.15)
where ni is the number of incoming connections to unit i. As before, the entries
of J are given by J = R  A, where Rij ∈ [0.5, 1]. Similarly, ξki with k ∈ {1, 2, 3}
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Figure 3.3. – ARNI iteratively arrives at the right solution. Reconstruction of a selected unit of a
Kuramoto-like oscillators (3.14) ofN = 30 and ni = 15. a, Error function ε(L̂ni,l) versus iteration
index l. Each column represents the distribution of ε(L̂ni,l) : ∀n ∈ N \ L̂i,(l−1). b, Standard
deviation σl of error vectors εi(l) versus l. Red lines indicate when the connectivity is completely
revealed.
represent external noisy signals acting on the unit’s components.
Additionally, for mimicking real-world recordings, we sampled time series with sam-
pling rates of ∆t = 1 for all simulations. Nonetheless, it is important to note that
simulations were computed with time steps δt ∆t.
3.4.1. Quantifying quality of reconstruction
Our reconstruction problem may be seen as a binary classification problem where
one has to identify whether network interactions are active or not. Thus, if an
interaction is active and it is classified as active, it is counted as a true positive,
yet if it is classified as inactive, it is counted as a false negative. Conversely, if the
interaction is inactive and it is classified as inactive, it is counted as a true negative,
but if it is classified as active, it is counted as a false positive.
3.4.1.1. True positives and false positives rates
We measure the predictive power of our approach using the true positives (TPR) and
false positives (FPR) rates. Basically, the TPR defines how many active interactions
were correctly identified as active from all active interactions (actual interactions)
present in the dynamics. Analogously, the FPR determines how many inactive inter-
actions were incorrectly identified as active from all inactive interactions available.
Both quantities are defined as
TPR = True positivesTotal number of positives , (3.16)
FPR = False positivesTotal number of negatives . (3.17)
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3.4.1.2. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve
A ROC curve is a two-dimensional graph in which TPR is plotted against FPR.
Its purpose is to depict the trade-off between true positives and false positives of a
given classifier [101].
Depending on its internal parameters, the classifier may yield better or worse results.
Thus, ROC curves provide a graphical way to assess the predictive power of such
classifiers with respect to their internal parameters, cf. Fig. 3.4a. Ideally, one seeks
to have points in the ROC space as close to the upper-left corner as possible. Points
there represent classifiers with high TPR and low FPR. Thus, classifiers in this area
are more likely to correctly predict true positives than those close to the diagonal
line.
The diagonal line TPR = FPR represents a random-guessing classifier, cf. Fig. 3.4a.
Thus, any classifier that appears below this line performs worse than random-
guessing. Conversely, any classifier that appears above performs better than random-
guessing.
Figure 3.4. – Schematics of ROC curves and AUC scores. a, Generic example of a ROC curve. The
ROC spacemay be divided in two elemental regions separated by the line TPR = FPR. Classifiers
above the diagonal line behave better than random-guessing whereas classifiers below the line
behave worse than random-guessing. This curve indicates that the classifier correctly predicts
true positiveswhile having few false positives. b, AUC score for the classifier shown in a. The AUC
score measures the area under the ROC curve, thus, it reaches a maximum at AUC score = 1 for
a perfect classifier.
3.4.1.3. Area Under the Curve (AUC) score
Still, one may want to characterize the predictive power of a classifier in terms of a
single scalar variable rather than interpreting a two-dimensional graph. A broadly
used method is to measure the Area Under the ROC Curve, also known as the AUC
score [101]. As its name indicates, the AUC score quantifies the area below the ROC
curve of a given classifier, and thereby, AUC score ∈ [0, 1], cf. Fig. 3.4b.
The AUC score provides an easy way to compare the predictive power of different
classifiers. For instance, the higher the AUC score of a classifier is, the higher its
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predictive power. Also, the AUC score is equivalent to the probability that the
classifier will rank (in a list of probable interactions) a randomly-selected active
interaction higher than a randomly-selected inactive interaction [101]
3.4.2. Sampling of dynamics space reveals network connectivity
It was demonstrated in network models of spiking neurons [26, 27] and in network
models with generic interactions [24] (cf. chapter 3) that a specific high-dimensional
time series may be generated by a family of disparate networks having different
connectivities and interactions. However, if one assumes that functional forms fi
and connections Λi do not change with time, then a specific network state x is always
mapped in the same manner, as set by ẋi = fi (Λix). Hence, one may expect (in
an extreme case) that long time series that do not converge to any stable dynamics
(e.g., steady-states, limit cycles or periodic orbits) reveal distinctive features of the
actual network under study by extensively sampling its dynamics space, cf. Fig. 3.5a.
Reconstructing networks of Kuramoto-like oscillators (3.14) employing ARNI shows
that AUC scores for predictions of connections improve with longer time series, cf.
Fig. 3.5d. Thus, indicating that the quality of reconstruction improves with the
length M of time series.
This suggests that an extensive sampling of the dynamics space through time series
may indeed reveal network interactions, as guessed initially. Yet, if this extensive
sampling is the responsible of revealing interactions, then sampling different regions
of the dynamics space through shorter time series should also reveal network con-
nections, cf. Fig. 3.5b.
Reconstructions from compositions of short but distributed time series reveal that
AUC scores also improve with longer time series, cf. Fig. 3.5d. Thus, confirming
that an extensive sampling of the dynamics space reveals network interactions.
These results also hold for networks of systems determined by more than one state
variable xi(t). Intrinsically, higher-dimensional units are low-dimensional networks.
For instance, Rössler oscillators (3.15) may be seen as networks of three units
interacting with each other, cf. Fig. Fig. 3.7a. Thus, for networks of higher-
dimensional dynamical systems, connections may be recovered through ARNI by
extending equation (3.2) to include all components xdi (t) of i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, where
d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Di} and Di is the number of components of unit i, cf. Fig. 3.7c.
3.4.3. Technical issues
In the following, we show certain aspects to be considered when reconstructing a
network using this approach.
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Figure 3.5. – Extensive sampling of the dynamics space reveals network interactions. (a,b),
Sampling strategies. a, A long sampling of the dynamics space of a network (and units) bymeans
of time series may reveal distinctive features that are unique to the actual network under study.
b, Shorter time seriesmay also reveal particular features of the actual network when distributed
across the dynamics space, thus sampling dierent regions of it. (c,d), Reconstruction of net-
works of Kuramoto-like oscillators (3.14) of N = 20 and ni = 10 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. c,
Derivatives ẋi for three selected units. The data does not show any kind of regular dynamics. d,
Area under the curve (AUC) score versus length of time seriesM for both sampling strategies. For
the distributed sampling, we simulated short time series ofm = 10 starting from dierent initial
conditions, and created composite longer time series from the shorter ones. The reconstruction
quality improves withM for both sampling strategies. However, a distributed sampling deter-
mines the connectivity the best.
3.4.3.1. Noisy measurements
Random fluctuations are ubiquitous in nature. For instance, in gene networks, noisy
dynamics is simultaneously present at several different levels (e.g. gene-intrinsic,
network intrinsic and cell-intrinsic) [102,103]. Thus, how feasible is it to reconstruct
networks from noisy dynamics through ARNI?
Fundamentally, noise hinders the identification problem by corrupting measurements
of units’ dynamics, thereby masking network interactions, cf. Fig. 3.6a and Fig. 3.7b.
However, sampling over longer periods of time mitigates this effect, cf. Fig. 3.6b and
Fig. 3.7c.
Furthermore, our numerics indicate that the necessary length M0.95 of time series
for achieving reconstructions of AUC scores larger than 0.95 scales super-linearly
(presumably as M0.95 ∼ eλ) with the noise strength λ, cf. Fig. 3.6c.
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Figure 3.6. – ARNI reveals structural connections from noisy time series. (a,b,c) Reconstruc-
tion of networks of Kuramoto-like oscillators (3.14) ofN = 20 and ni = 5. a, Derivative ẋi for
a noise-free (λ = 0) and noisy dynamics (λ = 0.3). b, Area under the curve (AUC) score ver-
susM . Reconstruction improves withM . This indicates that longer samplings mitigate errors
induced by noisy measurements. c, Minimum lengthM0.95 of time series required for achieving
AUC scores larger than 0.95 versus noise strengthλwith the best exponential fit. The inset shows
the same data withM0.95 on logarithmic scale.
3.4.3.2. Network size and number of incoming connections
Is reconstruction still feasible with increasing size? How does the number of incoming
connections affect the identification problem? Our numerical results suggest that
reconstruction scales with both network size and number of incoming connections.
For networks of different sizes with a fixed number of incoming connections per node,
we found that reconstruction scales sub-linearly with network size, cf. Fig. 3.8a.
Specifically, we found that the length of time series M0.95 for achieving successful
reconstructions increases sub-linearly (presumably as M0.95 ∼ log(N)) with the size
N of the network.
Reconstructing networks of fixed size shows that reconstruction scales linearly with
the number of incoming connections, cf. Fig. 3.8b. Thus, higher M is necessary for
achieving optimal results with increasing number of incoming connections ni.
Furthermore, these results highlight the applicability of our approach for recon-
structing real-world networks, which are often sparse (reduced ni per node) and
large in size.
3.4.3.3. Choosing proper basis functions
Selecting an appropriate class of basis functions to represent the network interactions
is a vital step of our approach. Choosing basis functions that capture the intrinsic
nature of interactions (e.g. single h(xi), pairwise h(xi, xj), triplet h(xi, xj, xw), and
so on) will lead to optimal results. However, finding appropriate class of basis func-
tions should not be confused with finding a specific set of basis functions. While the
former implies to find basis functions of correct order k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, cf. Fig. 3.9,
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Figure 3.7. –Reconstructing networks of higher-dimensional chaotic systems fromnoisy time
series. a, Rössler oscillators, when assembled together, may be seen as networks composed of
smaller and simpler sub-networks represented by the individual systems. (b,c) Reconstruction
of networks of Rössler oscillators (3.15) ofN = 20 and ni = 5. b, Derivative ẋi for a noise-free
(λ = 0) and noisy dynamics (λ = 0.3). c, Area under the curve (AUC) score versusM . Recon-
struction improves withM . Thus, indicating that reconstruction of chaotic systems is feasible
even from noisy measurements. However, the necessaryM for achieving successful reconstruc-
tion increases with larger noise strengths λ, cf. Fig.3.6.
the latter implies to find a unique set of basis functions capable of representing the
network dynamics.
Reconstruction of networks of Kuramoto-like oscillators (3.14) using different sets
of basis functions reveal that employing bases resembling the intrinsic nature of
interactions (e.g. pairwise) lead to optimal results, cf. Fig. 3.9. The rationale is that
expansions in basis functions seek to span functional spaces, thus, functions involving
xi and xj together, h(xi, xj), are more suitable to represent the dependencies induced
by pairwise interactions in (3.14) than functions just involving single interactions,
h(xi) and h(xj).
3.5. Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced a novel and general approach for reconstructing struc-
tural connections of networks of dynamical systems from time series alone. While
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Figure 3.8. – Reconstruction scales with network size and with number of incoming connec-
tions. ReconstructionofKuramoto-likeoscillators (3.14). a, MinimumlengthM0.95 of timeseries
required for achievingAUC score larger than0.95 versus network sizeN with thebest logarithmic
fit. The inset shows same data withN on logarithmic scales. The number of incoming connec-
tions ni = 8 was fixed for all networks. b, Minimum lengthM0.95 of time series required for
achieving AUC score larger than 0.95 versus number of incoming connections ni with best linear
fit. All networks were of sizeN = 50.
only relying on the assumption that units are interacting with each other, we pro-
posed a decomposition of units’ dynamics in terms of network interactions. These de-
compositions proved useful for revealing physical links between units from recorded
time series. Furthermore, we developed an efficient algorithm for retrieving the net-
work structure from such decompositions. Interestingly, we found that sufficiently
long observations and composition of several short observations of units’ dynamics
reveal network structural connections, suggesting that the sampling of the dynamics
space through time series is the responsible of revealing structural links of networks.
Previous studies on inferring structural connections from time series have focused on
the reconstruction of networks with known local and coupling functions [22,68–70,73,
74]. Such prior knowledge reduces the problem of inferring connections to a standard
linear algebra problem, where one has to solve a linear system of equations to reveal
the network connections, cf. Ref. [22] for a comprehensive review. Here, however,
we extended the up-to-date theory and developed an approach that does not require
any information about local and coupling functions. Instead, our approach solely
relies on recorded time series, thereby making it especially suitable when measuring
techniques are restricted to simply observe the network dynamics. Particularly,
we achieved this model-independency by expressing coupling functions in terms of
expansions in basis functions.
However, it is important to mention that we are not the first suggesting the use of ba-
sis expansions for network reconstruction. These were previously used in [70,71,74]
for inferring physical links utilizing the compressed sensing framework, cf. Ref. [104]
for an introductory review. Specifically, the authors expand the coupling functions
in terms of linear combinations of basis functions, and then proceed to determine
which linear coefficients are different than zero. Such coefficients determine the
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Figure 3.9. – Appropriate basis functions reveal network interactions. AUC score for recon-
struction of networks ofN = 60 and n = 20 Kuramoto-like oscillators (3.14) employing distinct
basis functions, Basis ∈ [A,B,C,D,E]. Choosing a set of basis functions that do not capture
the nature of interactions leads to erroneous results.
presence or the absence of connections. Nevertheless, in their examples, the basis
expansions contain the actual coupling functions involved in the network dynamics,
cf. Ref. [71] for a clear example. Thus, instead of representing the unknown coupling
functions as linear combinations of basis functions, the authors simply propose a col-
lection of proxy functions (including the actual coupling functions) for representing
the network dynamics. Such strategy is similar to that proposed in [69], where the
authors provide the coupling functions defining the network dynamics and solve a
linear system of equations that yields the network connectivity.
Here, in contrast to [70, 71, 74], we take a more general perspective. Specifically,
rather than assuming that expansions may contain the actual coupling functions,
we instead assume that coupling functions are only formed by linear combinations
of basis functions. Such assumption enhances the capability of expansions to span
broader functional spaces while reducing the necessary pre-knowledge about the
network features. Moreover, it increases the expansions’ efficiency for representing
more complex coupling functions.
Finally, the present study affirmatively answers the question of whether time series
may uniquely define network structures. Yet, further efforts should be focused on
devising ways to implement different types of experimental recordings jointly with
time series. Such additional recordings may reduce the number of time points nec-
essary to achieve successful reconstructions. In addition, further efforts should also
be oriented to develop methods for reconstructing networks where only a restricted
subset of the network is measured, networks with hidden units. Furthermore, based
on the findings of this chapter, a promising direction for future research is to extend





In chapter 3, we demonstrated that time series alone may uniquely determine the
connectivity structure underlying the dynamics of networks. Specifically, we showed
that a sufficiently extensive sampling of the dynamics space reliably reveals physical
links among units. However, producing such long samplings may be experimentally
costly (or even infeasible), especially in cases where networks are densely connected
and large in size.
So, is there an alternate strategy for recovering network connections that does not
require an extensive sampling of network dynamics? Interestingly, there is. It has
been shown in networks exhibiting stable collective dynamics (e.g. steady states or
periodic orbit) that applying external driving signals on such dynamics may reveal
network connections [4,6,7,64–66,105] . For instance, applying small driving signals
(such as to not kick the system out of the basin of attraction of the stable state)
effectively shifts the stable dynamics in the state space while qualitatively keeping
the stable dynamics the same [22], cf. Fig. 4.1. Thus, applying different signals on
a stable dynamics generates qualitatively similar responses. Such are determined
partly by (i) the driving signals, and (ii) the network’s particular features, such as
its underlying interactions and connections. In particular, these collective responses
yield linear constraints on the network topology such that sufficiently many driving-
response experiments may reveal the entire network connectivity [22].
However, most of these driving-response approaches require that the local dynamics
and the approximate forms of coupling functions to be explicitly known. Moreover,
these approaches also need the collective dynamics (i) to be simple enough (e.g. sta-
ble steady state or periodic orbit), or (ii) to admit to be driven to stable states. Fur-
thermore, networks exhibiting more complex dynamics, such asynchronous chaotic
activity or other common features of higher-dimensional and nonlinear systems are
certainly not suited to be reconstructed by this kind of approaches [4, 7, 22, 64–66].
Therefore, the scope of these approaches is limited to only well-accessible systems.
Yet, is a stable dynamics necessary at all for revealing the network connectivity from
driving-response experiments? Also, do we need to know network features, such as
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Figure 4.1. –Driving-response approaches on stable dynamics for reconstructing networks. a,
Constant external driving signal shis a stable steady state (black) in the state space to another
position (teal). b, Constant external driving signal shis a stable periodic orbit (black) in the state
space to another position (teal). In both panels, the displacement (orange) depends on (i) the
driving signal and (ii) the network intrinsic features (e.g. local dynamics, coupling functions and
connections). Thus, many displacements under dierent driving conditions yields information
on the network connectivity. Figure modified from [22].
coupling functions, in advance to understand how units interact with each other?
Moreover, can we explore similar strategies for inferring connections in networks
describing more complex dynamics than simple stable dynamics?
In this chapter, we propose a model-independent framework to reveal the network
connectivity from local samplings of network dynamics. Assuming linearity around
a reference dynamical trajectory in the dynamics space, we infer the connectivity of
complex networks by comparing reference trajectories to nearby dynamical trajec-
tories. In contrast to the approaches described in [4, 7, 22, 64–66], our approach is
not constrained to networks displaying only stable dynamics nor need to be driven
to steady-states. Instead, here we exploit the linearity of local samplings to demon-
strate the direct relation between nearby trajectories and Jacobian matrices eval-
uated at the reference trajectory. Furthermore, these Jacobian matrices fully map
structural connections of networks. Interestingly, the length of used trajectories is
much smaller than the time series employed in chapter 3 by several orders of mag-
nitude (∼ 10 measurements). To demonstrate the capabilities of our approach, we
retrieve full network connectivity of networks of coupled Kuramoto-like oscillators
exhibiting complex dynamics [87] by recording nearby trajectories under K indepen-
dent driving signals. Moreover, assuming that networks arising in real-life situations
are essentially sparse, we enhanced the approach for recovering the network connec-
tivity even if the number of different nearby trajectories is much smaller than the
number of units in the network.
4.1. Mapping nearby dynamics to network connectivity
As in the previous chapter, here we will describe the dynamics of networks in terms
of generic dynamical systems (1.9), cf. chapter 1.
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To understand how sets of nearby dynamics reveal network structures, we will focus
in this section on the special case of having many perturbed replicas of the same sys-
tem starting from identical initial conditions. Specifically, we will drive the replicas
through external constant signals to generate different nearby trajectories. Then,
these trajectories will be used to map the network connections. Nonetheless, the
concepts, arguments and results developed in this section also apply to cases where
a local sampling is possible but interfering with the network dynamics is infeasible.
So, how can we map transient response dynamics resulting from perturbations to
the network connectivity? Specifically, how can we relate the evolution of a network
following a perturbation of its units’ dynamics to network structural connections?






of a system of the form (1.9) where Iik is a driving signal acting on the dynamics of i-
th unit of the k-th replica and yk = [y1k, y2k, . . . , yNk]
T ∈ RN . Let us denote the state
of the original network as x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ]T ∈ RN and the time derivative of the
i-th unit as ẋi ∈ R. If the difference between systems states1 ‖(x, ẋi)− (yk, ẏik)‖2 is
sufficiently small, we may calculate a first order approximation of (4.1) around Λix
as












∈ RN is the gradient of fi, cf. Fig. 4.2. The












∈ RN serve as
predictors for the network connectivity2. Thus, by producing sufficiently many
K  N replicas satisfying approximation (4.2) one may solve for∇fiΛi in a similar
manner as it is done for the Laplacian matrix in [64]. However, given that ∇fiΛi
evolves in time, we may infer some entries ∂fiΛijj/∂xj as zero due to the time
evolution of the network encoded in ∂fi/∂xj and not due to the explicit dependencies
in Λi.
One may reduce the chances of inferring false absent connections by analyzing the
evolution of gradients in a short time window of size M following the perturbation.
Thus, defining gi := [∇fi,1,∇fi,2, . . . ,∇fi,M ] ∈ RNM with∇fi,m being the gradient
of the function evaluated at the m-th time step, we may extend equation (4.2) for
M time steps as
1Time derivatives ẋi and ẏik may be estimated from recorded time series as shown in equation
(4.16).
2When all gradients are considered they form the Jacobian Matrix Jfi at a specific point in the
state space.
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Linear regime
a b
Figure 4.2. – Transient response dynamics and linear regime. a, Unperturbed and perturbed
dynamics of unit i in the original network (orange) and perturbed replica (blue). The manifolds
containing the dynamics are set by the fi, the Λi and the driving signals Iik. If the two systems
start from the same initial condition, applying a constant driving signal on the replica will drive
both dynamics apart with increasing time. b, However, for a time window close to the activation
of the driving signal, the replica’s dynamics may be linearly approximated around the original
dynamics as explained in equation (4.3).
ẏik = ẋi + giΓiYk + Iik1M , (4.3)
where ẏik = [ẏik,1, ẏik,2, . . . , ẏik,M ] ∈ RM and ẋi = [ẋi,1, ẋi,2, . . . , ẋi,M ] ∈ RM are the
rate of change of both k-th replica and original networks for a given time window
and 1M is a row vector of size M full of ones . The matrices Γi ∈ RNM×NM and
Y ∈ RNM×M are block diagonal matrices defined as
Γi :=

Λi 0N×N . . . 0N×N
0N×N Λi . . . 0N×N
... ... . . . ...





yk,1 − x1 0N×1 . . . 0N×1
0N×1 yk,2 − x2 . . . 0N×1
... ... . . . ...
0N×1 0N×1 . . . yk,M − xM
 , (4.5)
where yk,m = [y1k,m, y2k,m, . . . , yNk,m]
T ∈ RN and xm = [x1,m, x2,m, . . . , xN,m]T ∈ RN
are the network state of both k-th replica and original systems at time step m and
0C×S is a matrix of size C × S full of zeros.
Perturbing K replicas yields the system of equations
ẏi = 11×K ⊗ ẋi + giΓiY + I i ⊗ 11×M , (4.6)
where ẏi = [ẏi1, ẏi2, . . . , ẏiK ] ∈ RKM is a vector containing the K transient response
dynamics, Y = [Y1, Y2, . . . , YK ] ∈ RNM×KM is a matrix containing the differences
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between transient response and original dynamics for K different driving signals and
I i = [Ii1, Ii2, . . . , IiK ] ∈ RK is a vector containing the driving signals used to gen-
erate each transient response dynamics. Here the operator ⊗ stands for Kronecker
product.
Solving the equation (4.6) yields the vector of gradients giΓi as a function of solely
measured data. At this point, one may naively assume that (4.6) is easily solv-
able once the number of transient responses is equal to the number of units in the
network, K = N . Nonetheless, it is known that this problem can be numerically
ill-conditioned [106] for large N . Thereby, results for K = N may not be accurate
nor reliable.
One may surpass this limitation by producing more transient responses than units in
the network, K > N . This turns (4.6) into an overdetermined system of equations
to which we can only find an approximate solution that minimizes the error function
[22,106]
Ei(giΓi) =
∥∥∥ẏi − 11×K ⊗ ẋi − giΓiY − I i ⊗ 11×M , ∥∥∥22 . (4.7)
So, if we generate many replicas such that K > N , we may find an analytical
approximation for giΓi from equation (4.6) as
giΓi = (ẏi − 11×K ⊗ ẋi − I i ⊗ 11×M)Y †, (4.8)
where the † operator stands for Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, cf. Appendix A. It
is important to note that (4.8) only relies on measured data, thus, requires no a
priori information about the network intrinsic features, such as local dynamics and
coupling functions.
4.2. Quantifying network connectivity
How can reconstructed gradients from equation (4.8) help in finding network con-
nectivity? This depends on how the resulting entries of giΓi produced by (4.8) are
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where (∂Fi,m/∂xj) is the partial derivative of fi with respect to the activity of unit
j evaluated at time step m. Therefore, the m-th row of Gi defines the gradient
∇fi evaluated at the m-th time step and the j-th column comprises the temporal
behavior of ∂fi/∂xj. Secondly, let us define the characterizer
αi := L(Gi) ∈ RN , (4.10)













where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and µij is the mean of the entries of the j-th column of Gi




mj. The operator (4.11) seeks to discern between
existing links from non-existing links by (i) quantifying an absolute mean interaction
coming from unit j to i (first term), and (ii) quantifying fluctuations around a mean
interaction (second term). Finally, by choosing a threshold ψi, we may reconstruct
the entries of the explicit dependency matrix as
Λ̂ijj = H(αij − ψi). (4.12)
where H is the Heaviside step function; H(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0 and H(x) = 1 for x < 0.
4.3. Reconstructing networks of oscillators
To test the predictive power of our framework, we simulated networks of directionally
coupled Kuramoto-like oscillators with coupling functions having two Fourier modes
[87]





Jij [sin (xj − xi − 1.05) + 0.33 sin (2 (xj − xi))] . (4.13)
with ni incoming connections per node. Here, the entries of J are given by J = RA,
where A ∈ {0, 1}N×N is a randomly-generated adjacency matrix and  stands for
entrywise matrix product. Both ωi and Rij are randomly drawn from uniform
distributions in the respective intervals ωi ∈ [−2, 2] and Rij ∈ [0.5, 1]. Also, we
simulated K perturbed replicas of (4.13) as





Jij [sin (yjk − yik − 1.05) + 0.33 sin (2 (yjk − yik))] + Iik, (4.14)
where k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} is the replica index, Iik ∈ [−0.05, 0.05] is an external driving
signal applied on the i-th unit of the k-th replica and
yik(t = 0) = xi(t = 0) + δik (4.15)
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with δik being randomly selected from a uniform distribution in the interval δik ∈
[−0.025, 0.025], cf. Fig. 4.3 for one realization.
Assuming that simulations yield high-dimensional time series of a network ∀ i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N} : xi,m = xi(tm), where tm = m∆t+ t0 and ∆t is sufficiently small such
as to reliably estimate time derivatives ẋi from measured time series, we calculate




All simulations were performed in a time interval t ∈ [0, 1] with ∆t = 0.1, thus,
M = 10.
Figure 4.3. – External signals eectively drive replicas apart from the original system with
increasing time. a, Adjacency matrix of a network ofN = 30 and n = 10 Kuramoto-like oscil-
lators (4.13). The matrix is coded as black for connections and white otherwise. (b,c), Distance
between (b) the rate of change and (c) network state of seven distinct perturbed replicas (4.14)
with respect an original system (4.13). The distances are measured in terms of theL2-norm.
Does our simple approach truly reveal network connections? As explained in sec. 4.1
and sec. 4.2, our method recovers connections (i) by correctly reconstructing the gra-
dient entries on the reference trajectory (4.8), and (ii) by quantifying the gradients
variations through (4.11). These variations determine whether individual interac-
tions with other units were active or not, cf. Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. Furthermore,
our method is not restricted to cases in which one can interfere with the network
dynamics, but, it may also be applied to any case where a local sampling can be
recorded, because equation (4.8) is still valid when there are no external driving
signals altering the network dynamics, ∀ i : Ii = 0.
Yet, given that (4.8) is only valid for K > N , this approach may be impractical for
studying real-world networks, which are often large in size N , and thereby, generat-
ing the necessary transient responses would involve a large (or even unrealistic) K
number of experiments.
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Figure 4.4. – Connectivity characterizersαi separate existing connections from absent links.
(a,b,c,d,e,f), Characterizers αi for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6} of the network presented in Fig.4.3 with
K = 40. The entry αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j interacted with unit i in a given time
window. Thus, bins close to zero represent absent connections, and conversely, bins far from
zero indicate existing physical links. The dashed lines illustrate optimal thresholds ψi for distin-
guishing between existing and absent links. The (×) represent the actual absent links.
4.4. Reconstruction from few transient responses
Can we recover network connectivity even when the number of K independent tran-
sient responses is less than the number of units in the network, i.e. K < N? In many
real-world cases, such as biological neural networks in the brain [11,107,108] or gene
regulatory networks [109], a considerable number of possible incoming connections
are not present. Instead, each unit i normally has a reduced number ni  N of
incoming links.
Here, similarly to previous works [4, 34, 35, 64, 69, 100], we also exploit the sparsity-
inducing nature of the L1-norm for selecting a particular solution from a family of
possible solutions for giΓi. The underlying reasoning for choosing a sparse-inducing
norm is that if a network is sparse then many entries in giΓi are zero due to the
non-existing explicit dependencies in Λi.
Specifically, if a system (4.6) is under-determined, the family of solutions for ΓigTi
may be parametrized as
ΓigTi = V Σ†UT (ẏi − 11×K ⊗ ẋi − I i ⊗ 11×M)
T +Wζi, (4.17)
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Figure 4.5. – Transient responses perfectly reveal network connections. ROC curves for char-
acterizers shown in Fig.4.4. Results show perfect reconstructions (AUC score = 1) for units
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6}.
where Y T = UΣV T (singular value decomposition), W ∈ RNM×M(N−K) is a basis
for the null-space3 of Y T and ζi ∈ RM(N−K) is a vector that parametrizes the space
of solutions for giΓi, cf. Appendix B. Thus, different choices for ζi yield different
vectors giΓi that are consistent with equation (4.6).
Finally, by solving the optimization problem
ΓigTi := min
ζi
∥∥∥V Σ†UT (ẏi − 11×K ⊗ ẋi − I i ⊗ 11×M)T +Wζi∥∥∥1 (4.18)
with respect to the vector of parameters ζi, we reveal the entire connectivity of
sparsely connected networks with fewer number of transient responses than units,
cf. Fig. 4.6. Moreover, cf. Appendix B for an easy implementation to solve the
optimization problem (4.18).
So, how does reconstruction from few transient responses scale with the network
size? Our numerics suggest that the number K0.95 of necessary transient responses
for achieving reconstructions of AUC score larger than 0.95 scales sub-linearly with
N (presumably as K0.95 ∼ log(N)), cf. Fig. 4.6. Specifically, this implies that
the network connectivity can be reliably revealed even if the number of transient
responses K is much smaller than the network size N .
3W may be easily extracted from the singular value decomposition of Y T, cf. [4,22,34,35,64,69].
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Figure4.6. –Reconstructing sparsely connectednetworkswithK < N transient responses. a,
Quality of reconstructionmeasured in AUC score for networks of Kuramoto-like oscillators (4.13)
with ni = 10 and N ∈ {40, 50, 60} versus the number of transient-responsesK. b, Minimum
number of transient responses K0.95 required for achieving AUC scores larger than 0.95 versus
network size N with best logarithmic fit. The inset shows the same data with N in logarithmic
scale. It is important to note that the number Ñ of unknowns per optimization problem is actu-
ally Ñ = MN withM = 10. However, given that the number of constraints also increases with
M , results are presented with respect toN .
4.5. Locality of dynamical trajectories
In sec. 4.1, we introduced the locality condition ‖(x, ẋi)− (yk, ẏik)‖2 for approx-
imating the dynamics of replicas by equation (4.6). However, how strict is this
condition? Do transient and original dynamics have to necessarily be proximal in
order to reconstruct the network connectivity through (4.6)?
To answer these questions, we systematically varied initial conditions of replicas with
respect to a parameter ν. Specifically, we selected the random part δik in (4.15) from
the uniform distribution
δik ∈ [−0.025 + νik, 0.025 + νik] , (4.19)
where νik is chosen accordingly to
νik =
−ν if lik ≤ 0.5ν if lik > 0.5 , (4.20)
and lik is drawn from the uniform distribution lik ∈ [0, 1].
In previous sections, we inferred the connectivity of networks from proximal intial
conditions, ν = 0. Thereby, the distances between initial conditions of replicas and
original systems were minimal. However, higher values of ν increase the magnitude of
initial distances between trajectories, cf. Fig. 4.7a. Thus, given that external signals
already drive the transient responses apart, one may expect that the approximation
(4.6) loses its predictive power with increasing ν.
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Figure 4.7. – More transient responses remedy the lack of locality. a, Dierence between ini-
tial conditions of 300 replicas and a original network of N = 30 and n = 10 Kuramoto-like
oscillators (4.13) versus ν. Each column of points represent the initial condition for dierent
ν. Also, each column is composed of 300 points representing each individual replica. The dis-
tances are measured in terms of the L2-norm. The parameter ν systematically increases the
distance between dynamics. b, Quality of reconstruction for the same network versus ν for
K ∈ {35, 105, 175, 245}. c, Minimum number of experiments K0.90 required for achieving
AUC scores larger than 0.90 versus ν with best exponential fit. The inset shows the same data
withK0.90 logarithmic scale.
Nonetheless, increasing the number of replicas remedies the lack of proximity be-
tween systems, cf. Fig. 4.7b. Furthermore, our numerics suggest that the necessary
number of replicas K0.90 for achieving reconstructions of AUC scores larger than
0.90 scales super-linearly with ν (presumably as K0.90 ∼ eν), cf. Fig. 4.7c. This
results indicate that fair reconstructions are still feasible when the sampling lacks
of locality, at the expense of having more replicas.
4.6. Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced a model-independent approach for revealing connec-
tions of complex networks from local samplings of their dynamics. While linearizing
the network dynamics around a reference trajectory, we inferred the connectivity of
networks by comparing nearby trajectories to the reference trajectory. Specifically,
we proposed a mapping from nearby trajectories to Jacobian matrices evaluated at
the reference trajectory. While focusing on the special case of having identical but
perturbed replicas of a network, we demonstrated that these Jacobian matrices fully
describe the network connectivity of the original system. Furthermore, we showed
the potential applicability of this approach to reconstruct real-world networks by
enhancing our method for reconstructing large and sparse networks with reduced
number of nearby trajectories.
Previous works on reconstructing networks from local samplings have only focused
on networks exhibiting stable dynamics [4, 6, 7, 63–67]. Externally driving these
systems with different signals produces restrictions on the network connectivity, cf.
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Ref. [22] for a comprehensive review. However, most of these approaches require a
complete knowledge of network features, such as intrinsic and coupling functions.
Moreover, these approaches require the network to be at or to admit to be driven
to stable states [65–67].
Our framework generalizes the ideas exposed in [4,6,7,63–67] to networks exhibiting
more complex dynamics than simple stable states. Moreover, our method does not
require a detailed pre-knowledge of local dynamics and coupling functions. And,
despite that we focused here on examples in which one can perturb the network
dynamics, our approach is not constrained by perturbation feasibility because it
only relies on the locality of samplings. Thus, as long as the network dynamics
is locally sampled, the connectivity is retrievable from network dynamics through
our approach. Interestingly, exploiting this linearity of local samplings reveals the
connectivity of complex networks with considerably shorter dynamical trajectories
than in chapter 3.
Finally, the present study provides an explanation of how local samplings may de-
termine the connections of networks independently of their dynamical features and
collective behavior. Still, further efforts should be focused on reducing the num-
ber of nearby trajectories for achieving successful reconstructions. For instance,
locally sub-sampling different regions of the dynamics space may help in determin-
ing the network structure if one focuses on the global properties induced by explicit
dependencies matrices Λi. Anagolously to chapter 3, further efforts must also be
oriented to extend our method to reconstruct networks where only a subset of units
is measured. Furthermore, given the restricted length of dynamical trajectories (10
measurements), our approach rendered poorly when applied on stochastic dynam-
ical trajectories. Thus, another promising direction for further efforts is to devise
ways to complement our approach with established concepts from data filtering (e.g.
Savitzky-Golay [110] and Kalman filtering [111]) to reconstruct network connectiv-
ities from noisy recordings.
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Chapter 5
Network connectivity from average re-
sponses to external drivings
In this chapter, we complement the results of chapter 4 by presenting a simple
geometric approach for revealing structural connections of networks displaying non-
trivial collective dynamics such as periodic orbits or chaotic attractors. By applying
external driving signals on identical replicas of a network, we infer the connections
among units by comparing the centroids of original and driven collective behaviors
in the dynamics space. Specifically, and similarly to chapter 4, we generate local
samplings through small driving signals to demonstrate the direct relation between
displacements of centroids of collective dynamics and the network connectivity. How-
ever, differently to chapter 4, here we focus on average responses measured on long
samplings of the network dynamics. Furthermore, assuming that long samplings
reveal orbits or attractors to a good extent, we compute the centroids from tempo-
ral averages of units’ dynamics. Interestingly, given that we only focus on averaged
quantities, the timestamps of temporal measurements is irrelevant. Thus, contrary
to approaches described in chapter 3 and chapter 4, this method does not require
units to be simultaneously recorded. Finally, we demonstrate the efficiency of our
approach by successfully inferring connections of both sparse and non-sparse net-
works of coupled oscillators exhibiting non-trivial collective dynamics. This work




As in previous chapters, we will represent networks in terms of generic dynamical
systems (1.9), cf. chapter 1.
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So, to understand how displacing centroids of periodic orbits or chaotic attractors
may reveal the network connectivity, we will drive identical network replicas through
external but small driving signals. Each driving condition will relocate the centroid
of the dynamics in the dynamics space. Consequently, these displacements will be
used to reconstruct the network connectivity, cf. Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.1. – Relocation of centroids of collective dynamics in the dynamics space through
driving-response experiments. a, Non-trivial collective dynamics such as periodic orbits or
chaotic attractors (black) may be characterized in the dynamics space through geometric cen-
troids (red). b, Small external drivings shi centroids of stable non-trivial collective behaviors
(black) to dierent positions (teal) in the dynamics space. The displacements (orange) depend
on (i) driving signals and (ii) the network intrinsic features (e.g. local dynamics, coupling func-
tions and connections). Thus, many centroid displacements under dierent driving conditions
may yield information about the network connectivity.
So, how can we relate the displacement of centroids induced by external driving
signals to the network connectivity? Firstly, let us define the temporal average











+ Ii,m(t) + ξi,m(t), (5.2)
where Ii,m for all m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} is the driving signal applied on the i-th unit of
the m-th network replica, and ∀ i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} : Ii,0 ≡ 0 represents the undriven
original network. The vector xm := [x1,m, x2,m, . . . , xN,M ]T ∈ RN characterizes the
state of the m-th replica and ξi,m(t) represents external noise acting on the i-th unit
of the m-th replica.
Thirdly, let us (i) describe the average dynamics of the network for each driving
condition through the collection of vectors zm := [z1,m, z2,m, . . . , zN,m]T ∈ RN where
zi,m := 〈xi,m〉 , (5.3)
and let us define the set of centroids Ci,m characterizing the average behavior of units
in the dynamics space as
Ci,m := [zm, 〈ẋi,m〉] ∈ RN+1. (5.4)
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+ Ii,m(t) + ξi,m(t)
]
dt. (5.5)
So, assuming that there is a point x∗0 such that 〈ẋi,0〉 = fi (Λix∗0) and that driving
signals Ii,m(t) are sufficiently small such that ‖Ci,m − Ci,0‖2  1, we may calculate











+∇fiΛi [xm − x∗0] + Ii,m(t) + ξi,m(t)
}
dt, (5.6)
where∇fi =∇fi (Λix∗0). In particular, despite that in general xm may not be close
to x∗0, if signals Ii,m(t) are sufficiently small then xm and x∗0 are in average close to





+∇fiΛi [zm − x∗0] + 〈Ii,m〉 , (5.7)
where we have assumed that ξi,m(t) represents external white noise, thereby, 〈ξi,m〉 =
0 for a long sampling. Nonetheless, given that fi and Λi are unknown, one cannot
compute x∗0 from 〈ẋi,0〉. Therefore, (5.7) cannot be directly employed for inferring
the entries of ∇fiΛi.
However, by selecting a reference centroid Ci,r, we may rewrite (5.7) as
〈ẋi,m〉 − 〈ẋi,r〉 ≈∇fiΛi [zm − zr] + 〈Ii,m〉 − 〈Ii,r〉 , (5.8)
as long as ‖Ci,m − Ci,r‖2  1. So, if the number of experiments M  N , we may
solve (5.8) for ∇fiΛi as
∇fiΛi ≈ yiZ†, (5.9)
where yi = [yi,1, yi,2, . . . , yi,M ] ∈ R1×M , yi,m := 〈ẋi,m〉 − 〈ẋi,r〉 − 〈Ii,m〉 + 〈Ii,r〉,
Z = [Z1,Z2, . . . ,ZM ] ∈ RN×M , Zm := [zm − zr] ∈ RN and the † operator rep-
resents the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, cf. Appendix A. Thus, equation (5.9)
demonstrates the existing relation between local displacements of centroids and the
network connectivity.
5.2. Reconstructing networks of oscillators
To test the framework described here, we simulated directed networks of 2-dimensional
















+ I1i,m + ξ1i,m
ẋ2i,m =0.08
(
x1i,m + 0.7− 0.8x2i,m
)
+ I2i,m + ξ2i,m
, (5.10)
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with ni incoming connections per node and constant driving signals Idi,m drawn from
a uniform distribution defined in the interval Idi,m ∈ [−0.25, 0.25], cf. Fig. 5.2. Here,
the entries of J are given by J = R  A, where A ∈ {0, 1}N×N is the adjacency
matrix of the network and  stands for entry-wise-matrix product. The elements Rij
are also randomly drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval Rij ∈ [0.5, 1].
Additionally, the ξdi,m represent external white noise acting on the d-th component
of unit i in the m-th replica.
Figure 5.2. – Dynamics of Fitz Hugh-Nagumo oscillators. a, Temporal dynamics. b, Spatial dy-
namics. c, Representation in the dynamics space. The red dot represents the centroid of the
dynamics.




Also, simulations were performed in a time interval t ∈ [0, 70] with ∆t = 0.1.
Most importantly, given that we are dealing with higher-dimensional units, here
we consider all d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , D} dimensions of each unit as additional units, thus
x ∈ RDN . Also, we measure the network connectivity from gradients ∇fiΛi by











where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} .
Finally, by choosing a threshold ψi, we reconstruct the entries of the explicit depen-
dency matrix Λi as
Λ̂ijj = H(αij − ψi), (5.13)
where H is the Heaviside step function; H(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0 and H(x) = 1 for x < 0.
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Figure 5.3. – External driving signals eectively displace centroids in the dynamics space. a,
Adjacency matrix of a network of N = 30 and ni = 10 Fitz Hugh-Nagumo oscillators (5.10).
The matrix is coded as black for connections and white otherwise. (b,c), Histograms for varia-
tions between (b) the average network state and (c) the average rate of change with respect to a
reference centroid.
So, how does our geometric approach perform? Reconstruction of networks of Fitz
Hugh-Nagumo oscillators (5.10) indicate that centroid displacements correctly map
the network connectivity. Specifically, these displacements uniquely determine the
presence of individual interactions in the network, cf. Fig. 5.4. Furthermore, given
that here we only exploit information coming from averaged quantities, the times-
tamps of temporal recordings is unimportant. Instead, recordings must capture
the spatial structure of the collective dynamics in the dynamics space. Hence, this
method does not require units to be simultaneously recorded.
Figure 5.4. – Connectivity characterizersαi separate existing connections from absent links.
(a,b,c), Characterizersαi for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} of the network presented in Fig.4.3 withM = 70. The
entry αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j interacted with unit i in a given time window. Thus,
points close to zero represent absent connections, and conversely, points far from zero indicate
existing physical links. The dashed lines illustrate optimal thresholds ψi for distinguishing be-
tween existing and absent links. The (×) represent the actual absent links.
Additionally, this method offers a simple way to handle noisy recordings. Noisy
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recordings induce an uncertainty on the actual network state. However, this un-
certainty may be averaged out when computing centroids with increasing sampling
times.
Yet, given that extensive samplings may be experimentally costly or unfeasible, here
we instead studied how noisy recordings coming from finite and fixed sampling times
affect the quality of reconstruction.
Reconstruction of Fitz Hugh-Nagumo oscillators reveal that the quality of recon-
struction decreases with increasing noise strengths. However, this effect may be
mitigated by employing greater number of centroids, cf. Fig. 5.5a. Also, our nu-
merics suggest that the necessary number M0.95 of displacements for achieving re-
constructions of AUC scores larger than 0.95 scales as M0.95 ∼ eλ with the noise
strength λ, cf. Fig. 5.5b.
Figure 5.5. – Reconstruction from noisy measurements. (a,b) Reconstruction of networks of
N = 30 and ni = 10 Fitz Hugh-Nagumo oscillators (5.10). a, Area under the curve (AUC)
score versusM . Reconstruction improves withM . This indicates that increasing the number
of displacements mitigate the errors induced by noisy measurements. b, Minimum number of
displacementsM0.95 required for achieving AUC scores larger than 0.95 versus noise strength λ
with the best exponential fit. The inset shows the same data withM0.95 in logarithmic scale.
Reconstructing networks of fixed size but with different number of incoming con-
nections per node revealed that reconstruction scales with the number of incoming
connections, cf. Fig. 5.6b. Specifically, we found that the number of displacements
M0.95 for achieving successful reconstructions increases sub-linearly (presumably as
M0.95 ∼ log(ni)) with the number of incoming connections. This indicate that re-
construction is feasible for denser networks with relatively few extra displacements.
5.3. Reconstruction from few centroid displacements
Given that (5.9) is only valid for M > N and that one has to sample the dynamics
well enough such that centroids can be accurately estimated, this method may be
impractical to study real-world networks, which are usually large in size N , hence,
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Figure 5.6. – Reconstruction scales with the number of incoming connections. a, Quality of
reconstructionmeasured in AUC score for networks of Fitz Hugh-Nagumo oscillators (5.10)with
ni = 10 and N ∈ {5, 10, 15} versus the number of centroid displacementsM . b, Minimum
number of displacementsM0.95 required for achieving AUC score larger than0.95 versus number
of incoming connections ni with best logarithmic fit. The inset shows the same data with ni in
logarithmic scale. All networks were of sizeN = 30.
producing the necessary number M of displacements may be unrealistic. Here,
similarly to chapter 4, we minimize the L1-norm for selecting a particular solution
from a family of possible solutions for ∇fiΛi. Thus, if a system (5.8) is under-
determined,
Λi∇fTi = V Σ†UTyTi +Wζi, (5.14)
where ZT = UΣV T, W ∈ RN×(N−M) is a basis for the null-space of ZT and
ζi ∈ R(N−M) is a vector that parametrizes the space of solutions for ∇fiΛi, cf.
Appendix B.
Solving the optimization problem
Λi∇fTi := min
ζi
∥∥∥V Σ†UTyTi +Wζi∥∥∥1 (5.15)
with respect to ζi entirely reveals the connectivity of sparse networks with few
centroid displacements, cf. Fig. 4.6a.
Our numerics also suggest that the number M0.95 of necessary displacements for
achieving reconstructions of AUC score larger than 0.95 scales sub-linearly with N
(presumably as K0.95 ∼ log(N)), cf. Fig. 4.6b. This indicates that the network
connectivity can be accurately revealed with much less centroid displacements than
the number of units of the network.
5.4. Discarding variations on time derivatives
In sec. 5.1, we showed that centroid displacements may reveal network connections as
long as ‖Ci,m − Ci,r‖2  1. Yet, if driving signals are sufficiently small, the variations
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Figure 5.7. – Reconstructing sparsely connected networks with M < N centroid dis-
placements. a, Quality of reconstruction measured in AUC score for networks of Fitz Hugh-
Nagumo oscillators (5.10) with ni = 10 and N ∈ {40, 50, 60} versus the number of cen-
troid displacements M . b, Minimum number of displacements M0.95 required for achieving
AUC scores larger than 0.95 versus network sizeN with best logarithmic fit. The inset shows the
same data withN in logarithmic scale.
〈ẋi,m〉−〈ẋi,r〉 may appear small when compared to [zm − zr], cf. Fig. 5.3. Thus, can
one discard the variations in the time derivatives in equation (5.8) and still achieve
successful reconstructions? To answer this question, we reconstructed networks of
Fitz Hugh-Nagumo oscillators (5.10) considering and discarding time derivatives’
variations, 〈ẋi,m〉 − 〈ẋi,r〉 6= 0 and 〈ẋi,m〉 − 〈ẋi,r〉 := 0, respectively, for several
∆t ∈ [0.1, 3.0].
Increasing ∆t induces systematic errors in the estimation of time derivatives ẋi.
Specifically, greater ∆t enlarge the temporal distance between consecutive network
states. Thus, one would naively expect that reconstruction results worsen with
increasing ∆t. Surprisingly, sampling rates ∆t have little effect on reconstruction
results, cf. Fig. 5.8a. This means that reconstruction is still feasible with coarser
sampling rates.
Also, reconstructions revealed that results considering and discarding time deriva-
tives’ variations do not dramatically differ from each other, cf. Fig. 5.8a. Thus, to
further study this, we measured the relative distance between reconstructions results
as
γ := 1− AUCdAUCc
, (5.16)
where AUCc and AUCd represent the AUC score of considering and discarding time
derivatives’ variations, respectively. Thereby, γ > 0 if AUCc > AUCd and γ < 0 if
AUCc < AUCd.
Despite that considering time derivatives’ variations often yield more accurate re-
sults, relative distances between reconstructions are rather small, cf. Fig. 5.8b. Thus,
confirming our initial guess that small driving signals induce only small variations
〈ẋi,m〉 − 〈ẋi,r〉. Interestingly, this additional approximation permits to sample the
network dynamics without caring for an appropriate ∆t to accurately compute ẋi.
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Figure5.8. –Sampling ratesanddiscarding thevariations in timederivativeshave little eect.
Reconstruction of networks of Fitz Hugh-Nagumo oscillators (5.10) with ni = 10, N = 30 and
M = 70. a, Quality of reconstructionmeasured in AUC scorewith error bars versus sampling rate
∆t. b, Relative dierence γ versus sampling rate∆twith average relative dierence γ.
5.5. Discussion
Here, we proposed a geometric approach for revealing connections of complex net-
works from average responses to external drivings. By computing centroids of col-
lective dynamics in the dynamics space, we reconstructed the network connectiv-
ity from displacements induced on such centroids by the external driving signals.
Specifically, we introduced a linear mapping from centroid displacements to net-
work connections. Additionally, based on that driving signals are sufficiently small,
we further approximated this mapping by discarding the estimation of time deriva-
tives. Interestingly, this provides looser experimental conditions for sampling the
network dynamics by not requiring a temporal high-resolution sampling. Instead,
this method requires an extensive spatial sampling of the network dynamics in the
dynamics space such that centroids can be accurately calculated. Furthermore, we
also demonstrated the possible applicability of this method for inferring the connec-
tivity of real-world networks by extending our approach to infer the connections of
sparse networks from few centroid displacements.
In spirit, the strategy employed in this chapter is similar to that of chapter 4. Apply-
ing small driving signals yields a local sampling of the average dynamics of networks
exhibiting non-trivial collective behavior. However, we consider that the strongest
feature of this approach is how it handles noisy recordings. Given that we focus
on average responses to small drivings, one may average out noisy signals acting on
the dynamics by either (i) sampling over longer periods of time or (ii) by employ-
ing more centroid displacements. Thus, this approach enhances the results already
shown in chapter 4 by focusing in a different set of variables, the centroid of the
network dynamics.
However, on the downside, this approach is constrained to perturbation feasibility.
Specifically, it requires (i) to interfere with the network dynamics, and (ii) to know
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how strongly one effectively drives the network. Moreover, it also requires an exten-
sive sampling of the network dynamics for computing a good estimate of centroids.
Thus, all these issues are limiting factors that one should account for when applying
this approach in experimental setups.
Finally and similarly to chapter 3 and chapter 4, further efforts should focus on




sures of network dynamics
In this chapter, we extend our ongoing theory for reconstructing networks from
their dynamics by demonstrating that network connections may also be revealed
from indirect measures of network dynamics. Representing the network dynamics
in dynamical observables (different variables than the original variables where in-
teractions occur) may provide better dynamical features for inferring connections.
To explain this concept, we introduce a model-independent approach for inferring
connections of networks displaying collectively-locked dynamics, such as networks of
synchronized and phase-locked oscillators. Specifically, exploiting their collectively-
locked feature, (i) we select a indirect measure that also evolves in time with the
network, and (ii) we represent the network dynamics with respect to this measure.
Particularly, here we employ the average over all units as our indirect measure and
represent the network dynamics in terms of deviations from this average. This trans-
formation reduces the dynamics of collectively-locked networks to simple relaxations
to steady states. Thus, by applying external driving signals to pull networks out of
the steady states, we generate local samplings of the network dynamics and extract
few network states from the relaxation dynamics. Employing these extracts, we
reconstruct the network interactions through linearized models centered around the
steady states. Finally, to demonstrate the efficiency of our approach, we infer the
network connectivity of complex networks displaying collectively-locked dynamics
purely from recorded dynamics.
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6.1. Deviations from the average network activity as an
example of indirect measures
Denoting the difference between units’ activity as ∆ij(t) := xj(t)− xi(t), we define
a collectively-locked dynamics on a network as
∀ i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} : ∆̇ij = 0. (6.1)
This implies that the difference in activity ∆ij(t) for any pair of units (i, j) is constant
in time. Thus, all units evolve in time with a common collective rate of change
ẋi = ẋj = ω, cf. Fig. 6.1a. This phenomenon is known in coupled oscillators’
literature as phase-locked dynamics [64, 89]. However, given that in this chapter
we also work with synchronized higher-dimensional oscillators, we will refer to it as
collectively-locked dynamics, including synchronization as a particular case where
∀ i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} : ∆ij = 0.
In particular, the activity of networks exhibiting collectively-locked dynamics may
be reduced to quantities that evolve together in time with the network. Particularly,






is a quantity that may accurately describe the current state of the network because
it jointly evolves in time with the network activity, cf. Fig. 6.1b.
Figure 6.1. – Average network activity comprises the time evolution of collectively-locked
networks. a, Units (◦) in networks displaying collectively-locked dynamics move together with
the same rate of change, thereby the dierence between their states remain constant in time. b,
This collective behavior may be characterized by the average network activity x̄(t) (M), which
jointly evolves in time with the network. c, The collectively-locked feature may, thereby, be rep-
resented on units in terms of deviations ϕ from the average network activity.
Furthermore, using this average network activity (6.2), one may transform this
collectively-locked dynamics in a steady state by focusing only in deviations ϕi(t) :=
xi(t) − x(t) from the average activity. Specifically, given that in the collectively-
locked dynamics the difference between a unit’s and the average network activity
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remains constant in time, cf. Fig. 6.1c, any perturbation that relaxes back to such
collectively-locked dynamics may be seen as a relaxation to a steady state in ϕi(t),
where ∀ i : limt→∞ |ϕi(t)− ϕ∗i | = 0 and ϕ∗ := [ϕ∗1, ϕ∗2, . . . , ϕ∗N ]
T ∈ RN represents
the steady state of the transformed dynamics, cf. Fig. 6.2.
Figure 6.2. – Collectively-locked dynamics are equivalent to steady states. a, Dierent
perturbations (orange) relaxing back to a collectively-locked dynamics converge at dierent lo-
cations on the dynamics. b, However, if one focuses on deviations from the network average
activity, these perturbations (teal) behave as relaxations to a common steady state. This pro-
vides simpler conditions for reconstructing networks from local samplings, as shown in sec.6.2.
So, we represent the dynamics of collectively-locked dynamics in terms of deviations
from the average network activity as
ϕ̇i = hi(Λiϕ), (6.3)
where ϕ̇i represents the rate of change of the deviations from the average activity
for unit i, hi : RN → R is a function that determines the dynamics of the deviations
of i and ϕ := [ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕN ]T ∈ RN is a vector containing the deviations of every
unit in the network.
6.2. Mapping deviations from the average network ac-
tivity to network connectivity
To understand how deviations from the average activity reveal the connectivity
of collectively-locked networks, we will (i) perturb the network dynamics and (ii)
track how the deviations from the average activity relax back to their steady states,
cf. Fig. 6.2. Specifically, we will perturb the networks through external signals to
generate local samplings around the steady states. Finally, we will reconstruct the
network connectivity from a simplified version of equation (4.8) for local samplings
around steady states.
So, what do the deviations from the average activity tell us about the connectivity?
Assuming that we can applyK different perturbations on the network, we may write
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the dynamics for each k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} condition as
ϕ̇ik = hi(Λiϕk), (6.4)
where ϕ̇ik and ϕk := [ϕ1k, ϕ2k, . . . , ϕkN ]
T ∈ RN are the rate of change of i and vector
of deviations following the k-th perturbation.
If perturbations are sufficiently small such as not to kick the network out of the
basin of attraction of the steady state, we calculate a first order approximation (6.4)
around Λiϕ∗ as












∈ RN and ϕ∗ represents the steady state of
the transformed system.












∈ RN reveal network
connections. Therefore, by extracting M network states from the each of the K
relaxation dynamics, we may construct the overdetermined system of equations
ϕ̇i =∇hiΛiY, (6.6)
where ϕ̇i := [ϕ̇i1, ϕ̇i2, . . . , ϕ̇iK ] ∈ RKM with ϕ̇ik := [ϕ̇ik,1, ϕ̇ik,2, . . . , ϕ̇ik,M ] ∈ RM and
Y := [Φ1,Φ2, . . . ,ΦK ] ∈ RN×KM is a vector of matrices
Φk :=
[
ϕk,1 −ϕ∗,ϕk,2 −ϕ∗, . . . ,ϕk,M −ϕ∗
]
∈ RN×M (6.7)
where ϕk,m ∈ RN represents the m-th network state of the k-th relaxation. We may
solve (6.6) for ∇hiΛi as
∇hiΛi = ϕ̇iY †, (6.8)
where the † operator represents the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, cf. Appendix A.
Finally, in order to assess the presence of links, we first measure the connectivity











where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, and second, we reconstruct the entries of Λi as
Λ̂ijj = H(αij − ψi), (6.10)
where ψi is a threshold and H is the Heaviside step function; H(x) = 1 for x ≥ 0
and H(x) = 1 for x < 0.
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Figure 6.3. – Constant collective frequencies on original variables are equivalent to steady
states in transformed variables. Simulation of a network of N = 50 and ni = 25 Kuramoto
oscillators (6.11). (a,b), Time derivatives ẋi and oscillators’ states xi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} in
time. Thedynamicsof all oscillators evolve towardsacommoncollective frequency in time. (c,d),
Time derivatives ϕ̇i and deviations from the average network activityϕi for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
in time. When observed on the transformed dynamics, the oscillators look like approaching to a
steady state.
6.3. Reconstructing networks of collectively-locked os-
cillators
To test the performance of this approach, we simulated directed networks of phase-
locked Kuramoto oscillators [86,89]





Jij sin (xj,k − xi,k) , (6.11)
where ωi is the natural frequency of unit i, ni is the number of incoming connections
per node and the entries Jij of J ∈ RN×N are given by J = RA, where  stands
for entry-wise-matrix product and A ∈ {0, 1} is an adjacency matrix. Both the
ωi and the Rij are randomly drawn from uniform distributions on the respective
intervals ωi ∈ (0, 1] and Rij ∈ [0.5, 1].
Also, to assess the generality of this approach, we simulated directed networks of
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Figure 6.4. – Connectivity characterizersαi separate existing connections from absent links.
(a,b,c), Characterizersαi for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} of the network presented in Fig.6.3 withK = 70. The
entry αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j interacted with unit i in a given time window. Thus,
bins close to zero represent absent connections, and conversely, bins far from zero indicate ex-
isting physical links. Thedashed lines illustrate optimal thresholdsψi for distinguishing between
existing and absent links.
synchronized Rössler oscillators [79] in periodic and chaotic regimes. Each oscillator
is defined as










ẋ2i,k = x1i + ax2i,k,





where ni is the number of incoming connections to unit i. The entries of J were
set as before. The periodic and chaotic dynamics were generated with parameters
(a, b, c) = (0.2, 1.7, 4.0) and (a, b, c) = (0.2, 1.7, 13.0), respectively.
It is important to mention that for emulating perturbations on the stable dynamics,
we employed random initial conditions for each of the k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} relaxation
dynamics.




All simulations were performed in a time interval t ∈ [0, 20] with ∆t = 0.1 but only
the first M = 5 time points were selected to reconstruct the networks.
So, how does the dynamics of our toy models look like when observed on the de-
viations from average network activity? Simulations of Kuramoto oscillators (6.11)
show that the network relax back to a non-zero collective frequency, cf. Fig. 6.3a
and Fig. 6.3b. Therefore, all oscillators eventually evolve in time with a constant
and common rate of change. However, when the same dynamics is transformed
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Figure 6.5. – Periodic and synchronized dynamics are reduced to steady state dynamics
in transformed variables. Simulation of a network of N = 50 and ni = 25 Rössler oscilla-
tors (6.12). (a,b), Time derivatives ẋ1i and oscillators’ states x1i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} of the
first component in time. The dynamics of all oscillators evolve towards a common synchronized
state in time. Dierently to Fig.6.3, here the rate of change is no longer constant in time. (c,d),
Time derivatives ϕ̇1i and deviations from the average network activityϕ1i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}
in time. As in Fig.6.3, when observed on the transformed dynamics, the oscillators look like ap-
proaching to a steady state.
into deviations from the average network activity, the units rather than evolving to
a common collective frequency, they evolve to a steady state. So, eventually, the
network will stop evolving in time in these transformed variables, cf. Fig. 6.3c and
Fig. 6.3d.
Reconstructions of Kuramoto oscillators (6.11) indicate that this novel, yet intuitive,
change of variables is capable to reveal network connections, cf. Fig. 6.4. Specifically,
the deviations from the average network activity provide a common framework on
which all relaxations to the stable dynamics can be compared, thereby, providing
the ideal scenario for a local sampling, cf. Fig. 6.2b.
But, what if we were dealing with a more challenging dynamics? what if units evolve
with a common, but variable, rate of change? Simulations of Rössler oscillators
(6.12) show that oscillators synchronize to a common state that evolves in a periodic
manner in time, cf. Fig. 6.5a and Fig. 6.5b. Thus, all oscillators eventually perform
in an identical but non-trivial manner. Yet again, if we look at the deviations
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Figure 6.6. – Connectivity characterizersαi separate existing connections from absent links.
(a,b,c), Characterizersαi for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} of the network presented in Fig.6.5 withK = 70. The
entry αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j interacted with unit i in a given time window. Thus,
bins close to zero represent absent connections, and conversely, bins far from zero indicate ex-
isting physical links. Thedashed lines illustrate optimal thresholdsψi for distinguishing between
existing and absent links.
from the average network activity, the oscillators seem to relax towards a steady
state, cf. Fig. 6.5c and Fig. 6.5d. Furthermore, reconstructions of Rössler oscillators
(6.12) also demonstrate that deviations from the average network activity reveal the
network connectivity even if the average network activity is evolving in time in a non-
trivial manner, cf. Fig. 6.6. Interestingly, we observed identical results for networks
exhibiting a chaotic and synchronized dynamics, cf. Fig. 6.7 and Fig. 6.8. This
demonstrates that despite the dynamical complexity of networks, local samplings
of the deviations from the network average activity safely reveal the connectivity of
networks exhibiting a collectively-locked dynamics.
6.4. Discussion
Transforming the network dynamics into a new set of variables may provide an ideal
scenario for inferring connections from local samplings. Particularly, in this chapter,
we demonstrated this concept on networks displaying collectively-locked dynamics.
So, by representing these type of dynamics in terms of deviations from the average
network activity, we transformed the collectively-locked dynamics into relaxations
to steady states. Then, by kicking networks out of the steady states with random
perturbations, we generated local samplings from the relaxation dynamics. Finally,
using a linearized model centered at the steady states, we safely revealed the physical
links of collectively-locked networks solely from their dynamics.
Previous works on inferring the connectivity of networks of coupled oscillators have
been focused on three strategies. The first, inference from statistical similarity
measures [105, 112, 113], recovers links among oscillators from statistical depen-
dency measures applied on units’ time series. And, although successful, most of
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Figure 6.7. – Chaotic and synchronized dynamics are also reduced to steady state dynamics
in transformed variables. Simulation of a network ofN = 50 and ni = 25 Rössler oscillators
(6.12). (a,b), Time derivatives ẋ1i and oscillators’ states x1i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} of the first
component in time. The dynamics of all oscillators evolve towards a common synchronized state
in time. Dierently to Fig.6.5, here the network dynamics is chaotic. (c,d), Time derivatives ϕ̇1i
anddeviations from theaveragenetwork activityϕ1i for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} in time. As in Fig.6.3,
when observed on the transformed dynamics, the oscillators look like approaching to a steady
state.
these approaches start to fail when the size of the network and the number of in-
coming connections per node increases. Therefore, their applicability is reduced
to relatively small networks (except for [112]). The second, inference from model
fitting [34, 35, 69], recovers connections by fitting pre-imposed models for nodal dy-
namics to recorded time series. However, despite that model fitting approaches scale
comparatively better than similarity measures alternatives for larger and denser
networks, one still needs to know in detail the mechanisms generating the network
dynamics (i.e. local dynamics and coupling functions). This constraints their ap-
plicability to only a few cases where a strong a priori knowledge is available. The
third (and most related to our approach), inference from driving the network dynam-
ics [64, 67], reconstructs links from driving steady states of networks of oscillators.
Particularly, these approaches (i) are model-independent and (ii) scalable to larger
networks. Nonetheless, these either demand (i) an accurate control of driving signals
or (ii) a precise estimation of driving strengths.
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Figure 6.8. – Connectivity characterizersαi separate existing connections from absent links.
(a,b,c), Characterizersαi for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} of the network presented in Fig.6.7 withK = 70. The
entry αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j interacted with unit i in a given time window. Thus,
bins close to zero represent absent connections, and conversely, bins far from zero indicate ex-
isting physical links. Thedashed lines illustrate optimal thresholdsψi for distinguishing between
existing and absent links.
Our approach enhances the ideas exposed in [64,67]. By transforming the dynamics
of collectively-locked networks into steady state dynamics, one can generate local
samplings by simply kicking the networks out of steady states. Thus, neither an
accurate control nor a precise estimation of driving signals is longer needed for
estimating links. Furthermore, this approach can also be generalized for sparse net-
works under a sub-sampling of the network dynamics using L1-norm minimizations
as those used in chapter 4 and chapter 5. This ensures its applicability on real-life
networks which are often large in size and sparsely connected. Although here we
restricted our study to only collectively-locked networks, the present study explains
how indirect measures of network dynamics may reveal physical links of complex
networks. Moreover, this concept will prove useful in chapter 7 when reconstruct-
ing the structural connectivity of networks of spiking neurons from observables of
their dynamics. Specifically, we will reconstruct such networks from spike trains of






In this chapter, we demonstrate that also discrete events in time may reveal struc-
tural connections of complex networks. By proposing a novel representation of
network dynamics in terms of discrete events, we infer the connectivity of networks
from local samplings of their dynamics. Specifically, assuming linearity around a
reference event, we infer the network connectivity by comparing the reference to
similar events. Interestingly, this approach is not limited by perturbation feasibility
nor requires networks to be at stable states. We restrict ourselves to just measure
discrete events in time. Furthermore, here we employ the linearity of local sam-
plings to demonstrate that similar events are elicited by similar causes. Finally, we
demonstrate the efficiency of our approach by successfully reconstructing networks
of Leaky Integrate-and-Fire (LIF) neurons from their spike trains under different dy-
namical conditions. This work has been done in collaboration with Dimitra Maoutsa
from the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science of University of Goettingen,
whom I co-supervised.
7.1. Event representation of network dynamics
To understand how one can represent a network dynamics in terms of discrete events
in time, we will focus in this section on networks of spiking neurons. In particular,
we will only focus on the qualitative behavior of neurons, and, we refer the reader
to [13] for further details on neurons functioning. Also, it is worth mentioning that
the ideas and results exposed in this section apply to other types of interconnected
systems producing discrete events in time.
In the following, we will present two sections where we explain how to represent the
dynamics of networks of spiking neurons in terms of discrete events in time. The
first, an explanatory section, contains all the important concepts and ideas of our
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framework applied in very simple setups. The second formalizes our ideas to more
complex and general setups.
7.1.1. Explanatory case
Broadly speaking, neurons are biological cells capable of generating sudden electrical
discharges or spikes whenever their internal dynamics crosses a threshold [13]. When
assembled in groups, neurons transmit spikes to other neurons through a special type
of directed connections known as synapses. Consequently, this transmission of spikes
affects the internal dynamics of neurons, thereby, delaying or advancing the onset
of spikes in the network. Although very simple, this dynamics gives rise to many
interesting and non-trivial collective behaviors [17].
For illustrative purposes, firstly, let us assume we are given an isolated neuron i
with an internal dynamics described by V̇i(t) = fi (Vi(t)) with Vi(t) ∈ R representing
the membrane potential of i. In the absence of interactions or driving signals the
membrane potential remains at a constant resting state value Vi(t) = ci. However,
if the membrane potential crosses a threshold (due to interactions or drivings) at
time t, Vi(t) ≥ θi, the neuron fires a spike si(t) at t and is reset to its resting state.
Secondly, let us drive the neuron to fire using an external driving signal, V̇i(t) =
fi (Vi(t))+ Ii, where Ii ∈ R represents the driving signal. Particularly, let us assume
we inject a constant electrical current across the neuron’s membrane. The current
increases the membrane potential until it reaches the threshold and then is reset to
its resting state. In an idealized setup, this dynamics keeps occurring at a regular
frequency as long as the constant input current remains active, cf. Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1. –Dynamics of an isolatedneuron. Injecting a suiciently large constant current across
the neuron’s membrane increases the membrane potential. The shape of this increase is deter-
mined by the internal parameters of the neuron, cf. [13] for further details. When the membrane
potential reaches a threshold, the neuron fires an electrical pulse and its membrane potential is
reset to a resting state value.
We may characterize this periodic dynamics in terms of the interspike interval ∆Ti ∈
R. This quantity measures the duration of time between two consecutive spikes
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si(ti,m) and si(ti,m+1), thereby, it is defined as
∆Ti,m := ti,m+1 − ti,m (7.1)
where ti,m is the time instant at which the m-th spike was generated, so it follows
that ti,m+1 − ti,m > 0, cf. Fig. 7.1.
Now, let us couple a neuron j to neuron i, where V̇j(t) = fj (Vj(t)) + Ij. Neuron
j has also a constant input, thereby, it fires at a constant frequency, cf. Fig. 7.2.
Given that j is connected to neuron i, the spikes generated by j affect the internal
dynamics of i, cf. Fig. 7.2. Consequently, modifying the natural occurrence of spikes
induced by Ii on neuron i, and leading to variations on ∆Ti, cf. Fig. 7.2.
Figure 7.2. – Dynamics of coupled neurons. Given that the second neuron has no input from
the first, it fires at a constant frequency due to the constant input current. However, the spikes
produced by neuron 2 arrive at neuron 1 andmodify its internal dynamics. This causes variations
on the constant interspike interval described in Fig.7.1. Thus, the interspike interval of neuron 1
comprises information about the incoming connections of 1.






where hi : R → R is a function that determines the length of ∆Ti,m depending on
the input spikes, wij,m ∈ R is the m-th cross-spike interval from j to i and it is
defined as
wij,m := tj,p − ti,m, (7.3)
with tj,p being the p-th spike generated by neuron j where tj,p + τij ∈ (ti,m, ti,m+1),
and τij ∈ R accounts for a time delay from neuron j to i.
As the next step, let us assume that we are given a network of size N . Additionally,
we will assume (for now) that neurons j ∈ Q(i) where Q(i) = {1, 2, . . . , N}\{i}, can
only fire (at most) once per interspike interval. Therefore, if tj,p + τij ∈ (ti,m, ti,m+1)
then tj,p+1 + τij ∈ (ti,m+1, ti,m+2) for all j ∈ Q(i).





wim + τ i
))
, (7.4)
where hi : RN → R still determines the duration of interspike intervals, wim :=[
wi1,m, w
i




∈ RN is the vector of cross-spike intervals that occurred
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during the m-th interval and τ i := [τi1, τi2, . . . , τiN ]T ∈ RN represents the vector of
time delays from input neurons. Here, as usual, Λi represents the explicit depen-
dency matrix and it determines which neurons are affecting the dynamics of i, cf.
chapter 1. Formally, equation (7.4) assigns a specific interspike interval to a specific
vector of inputs for neuron i.
Therefore, we propose to represent the dynamics of neuron i in a higher dimensional




wim + τ i,∆Ti,m
]T
∈ R(N+1), (7.5)
where m indicates the m-th interspike interval, cf. Fig. 7.3. In other words, we
describe the dynamics of single neurons in terms of their interspike intervals and
the causes of those intervals. Such representation will be of great help in sec. 7.2 for
revealing synaptic connections from discrete events.
Figure 7.3. – Events and event space of a neuron. a, Schematics of an event for neuron 1. Given
an interspike interval of neuron 1, an event is formed by such interspike interval and all the input
spikes that may have lead neuron 1 to fire the last spike of the interval. b, General schematics of
an event space for neuron i. Each event represents a point on themanifold spanned by equation
(7.4). Furthermore, one may consider each event as single state of neuron i. Thus, we may use
this kind of representations to describe the dynamics of neuron i.
7.1.2. General case
What if neurons j ∈ Q(i) fire more than once per interspike interval? Defining
Ki ∈ R as the maximum number of spikes generated by any neuron j ∈ Q(i) in a









7.2 Mapping discrete events to network connectivity
where hi : RN×Ki → R, 1Ki is a row vector of size Ki full of ones and W im ∈ RN×Ki
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The entry wijk,m represents the k-th cross-spike interval generated by the j-th neuron
during them-th interspike interval. Thus, the columns ofW im indicate when neurons
fired for the first time, second time, and so on, until Ki-th time during a specific










of (7.7) as the k-th firing profile of neuron i during the m-th interspike interval.











where the operator vec : RS×R → RSR stands for vectorization of a matrix and it
transforms a matrix into a column vector [114].
7.2. Mapping discrete events to network connectivity
How can we map discrete events in time of a network to its connectivity? Specifically,
how can we relate the onset of apparently spontaneous and discrete network activity
to structural connections? Let us assume we can generate a local sampling of M + 1
events in the event space, cf. Fig. 7.6a. Selecting a reference event Ei,r which is
closest to all other events in the sampling, thereby, ei,r := minei,s
∑
m ‖ei,m − ei,s‖2
with m, s ∈ {1, 2 . . . ,M + 1}, we may locally approximate the model for interspike
intervals (7.6) in the event space around ei,r as






W im −W ir
] , (7.10)
where (∂hi/∂W i) ∈ RN×Ki is a matrix derivative and stands for (∂hi/∂W i) =
(∂hi/∂W i) (Λi (W ir + τ i)) and tr(·) stands for the trace operator. Interestingly, the
delay vector τ i vanishes in this local representation because [W im + τ i −W ir − τ i] =
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where [·]kk stands for the k-th diagonal entry. Rewriting (7.12) in terms of firing
























∈ RN representing the gradient of the
function at the k-th firing profile. Therefore, substituting (7.13) in (7.10) yields








In particular, equation (7.14) explains that, locally, we may approximate the inter-
spike interval of neuron i in terms of linear combinations of the firing profiles. Yet,
how can this linear model for the dynamics of neuron i in the event space help us
in reconstructing its set of incoming connections? Let us rewrite (7.14) as
∆Ti,m = ∆Ti,r + giΓiym, (7.15)
where gi := [∇hi,1,∇hi,2, . . . ,∇hi,Ki ] ∈ RNKi contains the gradients for each firing
profile, Γi ∈ RNKi×NKi is a block diagonal matrix defined as
Γi :=

Λi 0N×N . . . 0N×N
0N×N Λi . . . 0N×N
... ... . . . ...
0N×N 0N×N . . . Λi
 , (7.16)
with 0N×N being a square matrix of size N full of zeros, and
ym :=
[




∈ RNKi . (7.17)
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Accounting for all other M events in the sampling, we may construct the linear
system of equations
di = giΓiY, (7.18)
where di := [∆Ti,1 −∆Ti,r,∆Ti,2 −∆Ti,r, . . .∆Ti,M −∆Ti,r] ∈ RM contains the dif-




∇hi,1Λi,∇hi,2Λi, . . . ,∇hi,KiΛi
]
∈ RNKi (7.19)
we may employ the vector giΓi to infer the incoming connections of neuron i in
terms of recorded events only.
Moreover, if M > NKi we may find an approximate solution for giΓi as
giΓi = diY †, (7.20)
where the operator † stands for the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, cf. Appendix A.
Finally, we propose to measure the strength of connections through connectivity





where j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. Although we recover the gradients ∇hi.k at every k ∈
{1, 2, . . . , Ki}, the first gradient ∇hi.1 may already map the existence or absence of
connections.
Therefore, by selecting a threshold ψi, we reconstruct the entries of the explicit
dependency matrix Λi as
Λ̂ijj = H(αij − ψi), (7.22)
where H is the Heaviside step function; H(x) = 1 for x > 0 and H(x) = 0 for x < 0.
7.3. Reconstructing networks of spiking neurons
To test our approach, we simulated networks of pulse-coupled Leaky Integrate-and-
Fire (LIF) neurons [17,34,35,40]





Jijδ (t− tj,m − τij) , (7.23)
where δ is a delta function, τ = 20ms is the membrane time constant, τij = 1.5ms
is a time delay from neuron j to i, Ii is the injected current on i and the elements
Jij represent the synaptic connections. The values for Ii and Jij are varied in the
following examples depending on the desired dynamics. Additionally, we added a
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refractory period τref = 2ms to all neurons. All simulations were performed with
Neural Simulation Tool NEST [115] with a resolution δt = 0.1ms.
We firstly tested our method on networks of LIF neurons with only inhibitory
synapses, Jij < 0. Spikes coming from inhibitory connections decrease the mem-
brane potential, thus, they delay the onset of the next spike. We chose this simple
example because, by increasing the amount of inhibition in the system, |Jij|, one
may easily shift from a regular dynamics to an irregular dynamics, cf. Fig. 7.5a. In
particular, in the regular regime, neurons fire in an almost constant manner, while
in the irregular regime, they do not, cf. Fig. 7.4a and Fig. 7.7a.
So, does our simple and intuitive approach reveal synaptic connections of coupled
neurons? Reconstructions of networks of purely inhibitory LIF neurons (7.23) in
a regular regime show that local samplings in the event space correctly reveal the
synaptic connectivity. Particularly, this simple combined strategy of representing
the network dynamics in the event space followed by a local sampling in this space
uniquely determines the existence of synaptic connections, cf. Fig. 7.4. Further-
more, increasing the number of events in the local sampling eases the burden of
distinguishing between existing from absent connections, cf. Fig. 7.4b, Fig. 7.4c and
Fig. 7.4d. Interestingly, given that we only exploit local information in the event
space, the timestamps of temporal recordings are irrelevant.
But, what about more complicated dynamics? For instance, does our method recover
synaptic connections from less regular dynamics? To systematically study this, let





s=1 (∆Ti,s − µ(i)2)
µ(i) , (7.24)
where µ(i) = S−1∑Ss=1 ∆Ti,s and S is the number of events in the sampling. The
coefficient of variation (7.24) measures the regularity neuron i’s firing. Thus, smaller
values indicate more regular and larger values more irregular dynamics.
Systematic reconstructions of networks of LIF neurons (7.23) indicate (i) that more
inhibition induces more irregular dynamics, and (ii) that our approach starts failing
to recover synaptic connections with more irregular dynamics, cf. Fig. 7.5.
This is because more irregular dynamics sample the event space in less local manners,
cf. Fig. 7.6. Specifically, an irregular dynamics samples different regions of the event
space. Thus, local approximations of the form (7.10) are no longer valid unless one
forces a local sampling by imposing vicinity conditions on events, cf. Fig. 7.6b. For
instance, an example of a vicinity condition would be selecting only the M closest
events to the reference such that one produces a local sampling. Yet, achieving the
necessary number of events for recovering connections may require to observe the
network for longer periods of time.
So, does enforcing a local sampling on an irregular dynamics employing longer sam-
plings in time work at all? Reconstruction of purely inhibitory networks of LIF
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Figure 7.4. – Regular dynamics reveal synaptic connections. Reconstruction of networks of
LIF neurons (7.23) of N = 100 with purely inhibitory connections Jij = −0.3 mV for all
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and a connection probability γ = 0.1 for a simulation time of 50 s. The
input currents were randomly selected from the uniform distribution Ii ∈ [1.4, 1.6] pA for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. a, Histogram of∆Ti for a randomly selected neuron i. (b,c,d), Characterizers
αi for i withM ∈ {120, 300, 600}, respectively. The entry αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j
interacted with unit i. Thus, points close to zero represent absent connections, and conversely,
points far from zero indicate existing physical links. The dashed lines illustrate optimal thresh-
olds ψi for distinguishing between existing and absent links.
neurons (7.23) in an irregular regime show that this strategy of enforcing local
samplings in the event space from longer samplings in time reveal connections, cf.
Fig. 7.7b, Fig. 7.7c and Fig. 7.7d. Therefore, this confirms the importance of local
samplings in the event space for revealing structural connections of spiking neurons
purely from their spike trains.
Furthermore, reconstructions of networks of LIF neurons (7.23) having excitatory
and inhibitory connections also demonstrate that local samplings accurately reveal
synaptic connections even if there are different types of connections present in the
network, cf. Fig. 7.8. Remarkably, our simple approach distinguishes between in-
hibitory and excitatory connections. This is because whereas input spikes coming
from inhibitory connections delay the onset of the subsequent spike, those coming
from excitatory connections advance it. In other words, inhibitory inputs increase
the duration of interspike intervals and the excitatory inputs reduce it. Therefore,
strengths αij > 0 for inhibitory and αij < 0 for excitatory inputs, cf. Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.5. – Does our method fail on irregular dynamics? Reconstruction of networks of LIF
neurons (7.23) ofN = 100with purely inhibitory connections with a connection probability γ =
0.1 for a simulation time of 50 s. a, Coeicient of variation (7.24) versus amount of inhibition in
the system. Increasing the inhibition consistently drives theneuron toamore irregular dynamics.
b, Quality of reconstructionmeasured inAUC score versus theamountof inhibition in the system.
This suggests thatmore irregular dynamics are less likely to reveal synaptic connections through
local samplings.
Reconstructing networks of fixed size with different connection probabilities γ re-
vealed that denser connectivities have no effect on the necessary number of events
for achieving successful reconstructions, cf. Fig. 7.9. This demonstrates that our ap-
proach may even recover complicated connectivity structures employing relatively
few recordings.
So far, we have assumed that we know the actual delays τij for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}.
But, what if we have no accurate estimations for neurons’ synaptic delays? Despite
that delays vanish from our local sampling condition (7.10), they are still impor-
tant for computing events (7.9) from spike trains. Inaccurate delays may induce
a mismatching between interspike intervals and input spikes, thereby, causing a
misclassification of events.
Interestingly, systematic reconstructions of networks of LIF neurons (7.23) show that
our approach still recovers synaptic connections to a great extent in the presence
of inaccurate estimations of τij, cf. Fig. 7.10. Moreover, this lack of accuracy is
alleviated by using more events when reconstructing the network, cf. Fig. 7.10.
Nonetheless, by defining the error function
E2(τij) =
‖di − giΓiY ‖2
max ‖di − giΓiY ‖2
, (7.25)
one may methodically study the effect of selecting different delays for the same
data. Basically, different delays produce different events, and therefore, they produce
different matrices Y , cf. (7.9) and (7.17).
So, further analysis indicates that the error function (7.25) shows a global minimum
approximately at the actual delay, cf. Fig. 7.10. This implies that our local sampling
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Figure 7.6. – Regular and irregular dynamics, dierent types of samplings in the event space.
a, Local sampling of the event space. A regular dynamics induces a local sampling in the event
space because firings occur in a quasi-periodic manner, thus, all events are qualitatively similar.
b, Global sampling of the event space. An irregular dynamics, instead, samples dierent parts of
the event space. Therefore, local sampling constraints will not reveal connections in this type of
sampling unless one imposes vicinity constraints (e.g. closest events to the reference).
strategy may also be used to estimate the synaptic delays from spike trains if one
combines it with gradient descent approaches.
Still, it is important to clarify that we are recovering connections from local sam-
plings in the event space of units. Thus, our reconstruction results strongly depend
on the selected reference event. For instance, let us consider an event where a spike
coming from a pre-synaptic input arrives during the refractory period of the post-
synaptic neuron. Given that the post-synaptic neuron is at the refractory period,
the incoming spike does not alter the internal dynamics of the neuron. This means
that concerning the post-synaptic neuron, there is no net effect coming from the
pre-synaptic neuron. Therefore, this pre-synaptic neuron will appear as an absent
connection if one reconstructs the set of incoming connections at that specific event.
7.4. Discussion
In this chapter, we introduced a general approach for reconstructing structural con-
nections of networks from discrete events in time. While expressing the network
dynamics in terms of discrete events, we proposed to reconstruct the structural con-
nectivity from local samplings in event spaces. Interestingly, local samplings in these
spaces generate linear conditions for network connections in terms of timestamps of
discrete events. Specifically, by selecting a reference event in the event space, we
developed a linear mapping for structural connections employing nearby events to a
reference. Furthermore, we demonstrated that this linear mapping reliably recovers
structural connections by reconstructing the synaptic connectivity of networks of
LIF neurons from their spike trains alone under different dynamical conditions. Re-
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Figure 7.7. – Irregular dynamics reveal synaptic connections. Reconstruction of networks of
LIF neurons (7.23) of N = 100 with purely inhibitory connections Jij = −8.0 mV for all
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} and a connection probability γ = 0.1 for a simulation time of 500 s. The
input currents were randomly selected from the uniform distribution Ii ∈ [1.4, 1.6] pA for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. a, Histogram of∆Ti for a randomly selected neuron i. (b,c,d), Characterizers
αi for i withM ∈ {120, 300, 600}, respectively. The entry αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j
interacted with unit i. Thus, points close to zero represent absent connections, and conversely,
points far from zero indicate existing physical links. The dashed lines illustrate optimal thresh-
olds ψi for distinguishing between existing and absent links.
markably, our approach is sensitive to different types of interactions (e.g. inhibition
and excitation), it is not constrained by the number of incoming connections and it
employs relatively short samplings.
Particularly, previous studies on non-correlation-based methods for inferring synap-
tic connections from spike trains have focused on reconstruction schemes employing
simple models that mimic the dynamics of networks of spiking neurons [34, 35, 40,
116]. This technique resembles that of [69], where the authors propose known func-
tions for representing the network dynamics. Yet, in real-life networks, these specific
functions and mechanism are not at hand. Moreover, imposing inaccurate mecha-
nisms to model the network dynamics may lead to erroneous reconstructions. On
the other hand, correlation-based methods (which in general are model independent)
construct causal relationships from statistical dependencies between recorded spike
trains [36, 47, 117]. And, although successful, this approaches not only require ex-
tensive samplings, but they only work on sparsely connected networks. This limits
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Figure 7.8. – Local samplings in the event space distinguish inhibition from excitation. (upper
row), Reconstruction of networks of LIF neurons (7.23) of N = 100 with Nexc = 50 excitatory
and, Ninh = 50 inhibitory connections in a regular regime, Jexc = 0.4mV and Jinh = −Jexc,
and a connection probability γ = 0.1 for a simulation time of 50 s. The input currents were ran-
domly selected from the uniform distribution Ii ∈ [1.2, 1.4] pA for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. (b,c,d),
Characterizers αi for a randomly selected i withM ∈ {120, 300, 600}, respectively. The entry
αij (◦) indicates how strongly unit j interacted with unit i. (lower row), Reconstruction of net-
works of LIF neurons (7.23) ofN = 100 withNexc = 50 excitatory and , Ninh = 50 inhibitory
connections in an irregular regime, Jexc = 2.0mV and Jinh = −5Jexc, and a connection proba-
bility γ = 0.1 for a simulation time of 500 s. The input currents were randomly selected from the
uniform distribution Ii ∈ [1.02, 1.04] pA for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. (b,c,d), Characterizersαi for a
randomly selected iwithM ∈ {120, 300, 600}, respectively.
their applicability on more challenging network structures.
In contrast, our method is intrinsically model independent, thus it only relies on
recorded spike trains. Moreover, our method is not constrained to only sparsely con-
nected networks, but it can also reveal connections of denser networks. In addition,
it can also reveal connections even if estimations for time delays are substantially
inaccurate if the sampling is increased. Nonetheless, although here we only focused
on networks of spiking neurons, the concepts and methods introduced in this study
may be applied to other systems where the network dynamics is also determined by
discrete events.
The present study demonstrates that discrete events in time may reveal physical
network connections if they are properly mapped. Yet, given that in this chapter
we only simulated oscillatory neurons for generating local samplings, future work
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Figure 7.9. – Local samplings reveal synaptic connections of denser networks with no extra
eort. (a,b), Quality of reconstructionmeasured inAUC score versus connectionprobabilityγ for
networks of LIF neurons (7.23) ofN = 100withNexc = 50 excitatory and,Ninh = 50 inhibitory
connections in a regular regime, Jexc = 0.4mV and Jinh = −Jexc, and a simulation time of 50 s.
The input currents were randomly selected from the uniform distribution Ii ∈ [1.2, 1.4] pA for
all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. The horizontal dashed line represents an AUC score = 0.95.
must be directed to testing the preditive power of our approach on networks where
neurons’ inputs are irregular in time (e.g. poissonian spike trains as inputs). In
particular, irregular inputs may induce even more irregular samplings on the event
spaces than those generated by the oscillators employed in this chapter. Conse-
quently, one might need to observe and record the network dynamics for longer
periods of time to achieve successful reconstructions. In addition, further efforts
must be focused on reducing the number of events for successful reconstructions.
Finally, a promising direction is to combine the event space representations intro-
duced in this chapter with the Algorithm for Revealing Network Interactions (ARNI)
from chapter 3. Such combination would enhance our framework by discarding lo-




Figure 7.10. – Local samplings employing inaccurate synaptic delays still reveal connections.
Reconstruction of networks of LIF neurons (7.23) of N = 100 with Nexc = 50 excitatory and,
Ninh = 50 inhibitory connections in a regular regime, Jexc = 0.4mV and Jinh = −Jexc, and a
connection probability γ = 0.1 for a simulation time of 50 s. The input currents were randomly
selected from the uniform distribution Ii ∈ [1.2, 1.4] pA for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. a, Quality of
reconstruction measured in AUC score versus synaptic delays. The horizontal dashed line repre-
sents an AUC score = 0.95. The vertical dashed line indicates the actual delay τ∗ij = 1.5ms for
all i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. b, Error function (7.25) versus synaptic delays. The vertical dashed line




In this thesis, we studied the network dynamics as an inverse problem from a general
standpoint. While relying on concepts and tools coming from nonlinear dynamics
and linear algebra, we introduced a collection of physics-inspired inverse approaches
to explain a myriad of fundamental questions about networks, not yet proposed at
the time at which this thesis was written. For instance, we resolved how disparate
networks may generate identical dynamics in time and we provided an explicit math-
ematical model that links all this networks. Also, we demonstrated that (in general)
a network dynamics alone may reveal the network structural connections, without
needing to define additional parameters and functions, and regardless of the type of
network and dynamics. Thus, the content and results of this thesis are applicable to
any kind of interconnected systems that may be described by networks of dynamical
systems.
In the first part of the thesis (chapter 1), we portrayed the limitations of main-
stream representations of network dynamics in terms of coupled dynamical systems
having pairwise interactions. Also, we proposed an alternate representation of net-
work dynamics that solves the structural limitations of mainstream approaches. In
particular, this representation constitutes the starting point of all other chapters.
In the second part (chapter 2), we explained how disparate networks perform iden-
tical dynamics in time. Specifically, we developed a mathematical framework for
finding the family of networks that generates a common collective dynamics. By
detaching the contributions to network dynamics coming from structure and func-
tion, we analytically parametrized all the possible ways that a collection of generic
interconnected units have to interact to reproduce a specific dynamics. In addition,
we demonstrated that interactions may be optimized for specific network structures
and still achieve pre-defined dynamics.
Our results extend the ideas exposed in [26, 27] on the design of networks of spik-
ing neurons where interactions occur at discrete times to networks of continuously
coupled units. Interestingly, our work constitutes (to our knowledge) one the few
first studies describing the interplay between the structure and function of complex
networks from an analytical perspective. In particular, we demonstrated the exis-
tence of a general give-and-take mechanism between the structure and function of
complex networks. Moreover, such mechanism may be exploited for network design
for specific function.
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In the third part (chapter 3), we formulated a general approach for inferring struc-
tural connections of networks from time series alone. Specifically, we proposed a
decomposition of units’ dynamics in terms of network interactions. Particularly, we
demonstrated that such decompositions reveal physical links between units. Fur-
thermore, we introduced an efficient algorithm for retrieving the network structure
from these decompositions. In addition, we found that sufficiently long observations
and compositions of several short observations of units’ dynamics are equivalent
means for revealing network structural connections.
Up-to-date theory on inferring structural connections from time series guarantees
that network connections are retrievable if a prior knowledge of the actual local and
coupling functions underlying the network dynamics is available [22, 68–70, 73, 74].
In this thesis, based on the limitation that in numerous experimental setups a prior
knowledge is infeasible, we went a step further and demonstrated that such prior
knowledge is not necessary for revealing the structure of networks. Instead, we
showed that time series of network units carry all the necessary information for
determining the network structure.
In the fourth part (chapter 4), we introduced a model-independent concept for infer-
ring connections of networks from local samplings of their dynamics. While focusing
on the special case of having identical but perturbed replicas of a network, we demon-
strated the applicability of this concept by revealing the connectivity of networks
from comparisons between nearby and reference dynamical trajectories. Specifically,
we derived a mapping from nearby trajectories to Jacobian matrices evaluated at
the reference trajectory. These Jacobian matrices are of great importance because
they fully describe the network connectivity of the original system. Interestingly,
this concept may be applied in a broad variety of situations as shown in chapter 5,
chapter 6 and chapter 7.
In the fifth part (chapter 5), we developed a geometric framework for reconstructing
connections of networks from average responses to external drivings. Specifically,
we formulated linear mappings from displacements of centroids of non-trivial collec-
tive dynamics to network structural connections. In particular, given that here we
focused on centroids of network dynamics, chaotic and noisy dynamics are readily
filtered out when computing centroids through the averaging of network dynamics.
Furthermore, this contribution extends the results showed in the previous part and
reaffirms the importance of local samplings for inferring the structural connections
of networks.
In the sixth part (chapter 6), we further studied the versatility of local samplings for
determining the structural connectivity of networks from their dynamics. In par-
ticular, by representing the network dynamics in an alternate non-inertial reference
frame, we demonstrated that indirect measures of the network dynamics may pro-
vide ideal scenarios for revealing network connections from dynamics through local
samplings.
Current research on network inference from responses to drivings demonstrated that,
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under stability conditions, one may systematically interfere with the network dy-
namics and recover the network physical connections if the network is at simple
stable states, such as steady states or periodic orbits [4, 6, 7, 63, 64]. However, little
is known about reconstructing networks that do not display simple stable dynam-
ics. For instance, it was proposed in [65–67] that driving networks to steady states
through many steady state stabilizations may ease the inference of connections, even
if the undriven network shows no relaxation to a steady state.
The framework built up in this thesis through chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6
generalizes the ideas exposed in [4, 6, 7, 63–67] to networks exhibiting more com-
plex dynamics than simple stable states. In general, we demonstrated that local
samplings (formally, measurements with linear structure) of quantities that reflect
the interconnectedness of network units (e.g. units’ activity, average activity or
deviations from the average activity) may reveal network connections.
In the last part (chapter 7), while focusing on networks of spiking neurons and their
spike trains, we developed an event-based framework for representing the network
dynamics in terms of discrete events in time. Interestingly, local samplings on these
event-based representations generate linear conditions for network connections in
terms of timestamps of discrete events. Furthermore, we demonstrated that these
linear conditions map structural connections by reconstructing the synaptic con-
nectivity of networks of LIF neurons from their spike trains alone under different
dynamical conditions.
Previous works on inferring synaptic connections from spike trains have focused on
two main strategies: (i) assuming models for the evolution of membrane potential of
neurons [34,35,40,116], and (ii) applying correlation-based methods that infer causal
relationships between recorded spike trains [36, 47, 117]. However, such strategies
only work on controlled conditions, such as prior knowledge of intrinsic and coupling
functions, prior knowledge of physiological parameters, long recordings and sparsity,
among others. In this thesis, by combinining concepts from the preceding chapters,
we developed a new strategy for inferring synaptic connections from spike trains. A
strategy that makes no assumption nor requires a prior knowledge of physiological
parameters or functions underlying the network dynamics. Thus, we consider that
our contribution may be a great addition to the state of the art of this field.
Extensions of the work presented in this thesis open further novel perspectives about
other inverse problems on networks. Future work still needs to completely under-
stand the give-and-take mechanism described in chapter 2 and [24]. For instance,
developing clear links between the family of networks generating a specific dynamics
and the functional forms of coupling functions may provide a comprehensive frame-
work for designing networks for specific function. Also, formulating optimization
schemes based on the results of chapter 2 for increasing (i) the robustness of net-
works to dynamical perturbations, or (ii) the adaptability to structural perturbations
may lead to interesting applications in real-world networks, such as in power grids
where one wants to preserve a specific stable dynamics [50–53]. Also, additional ef-
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forts should be focused on devising ways to reduce the amount of data necessary to
reveal network structural connections. For instance, locally sub-sampling different
network states may help in determining the network structure if one focuses on the
global topological properties of the network. In addition, it is necessary to extend
our results to networks where only a subset of units is accessible for measurement.
Furthermore, another promising direction for future research is to study the fea-
sibility of extending our framework to predict the dynamics of networks based on
previously recorded dynamics. Moreover, we also foresee that combinations of the
methods presented in this thesis may even provide valuable means for accessing and
recovering other quantities and network parameters of interest from the network
dynamics alone.
Finally, we hope that our contribution to this rapidly growing field of inverse prob-
lems on networks marks a tipping point in the community to progressively move
away from model based (or better said, intuition based) inverse approaches to more
data driven (and unbiased) inverse approaches.
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Appendix A
Multiple linear regression andL2-norm
minimization
Given the linear relation
y = βX + ε, (A.1)
where yT ∈ RM are the values for a dependent variable, βT ∈ RN is a vector of
unknown coefficients, X ∈ RN×M is the set of realizations for the N -independent
variables and εT ∈ RM is a vector of random errors normally distributed with mean
µ = 0 and constant variance σ2 [118]; How can one estimate β by some β̂ such that
the difference between the predicted βX and measured values y is minimized? If one
employs L2-norm for measuring the error between predictions and measurements,
we may pose the problem as
β̂ = arg min
β
‖y − βX‖22, (A.2)
which is also known as the linear least squares method [118].
Due to its convexity properties, the optimization problem (A.2) has a global mini-
mum. Thus, minimizing (A.2) yields
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N} : ∂
∂βi
[



















which in turn provides the best approximation
β̂ = yXT (XXT )−1, (A.4)
of β according to the linear least squares method [118]. Furthermore, the matrix
X† = XT (XXT )−1, (A.5)
is also known as the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.
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Appendix B
Singular value decomposition and L1-
normminimization
Formally, from the fundamental theorem of linear algebra [119], any rectangular
matrix A ∈ RM×N may be decomposed into the product of three matrices as
A = UΣV T, (B.1)
where U ∈ RM×M and V ∈ RN×N are unitary matrices and Σ ∈ RM×N is a rect-
angular diagonal matrix containing the singular values of A. This decomposition is
known as the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of matrix A.
The SVD is of particular interest when finding the family of solutions to an under-
determined system of equations,
Ay = b, (B.2)
where b ∈ RM a vector of known values and y ∈ RN is a vector of unknowns.
Specifically, one can use the SVD (B.1) to find a particular solution for y from (B.2)
as
yp = V Σ̃UTb, (B.3)






Equation (B.3) only represents a particular solution from the set of all possible
solutions for (B.2). Nevertheless, the general solution for (B.2) is given by the
particular solution (B.3) plus a linear combination of vectors in the nullspace of A,
y = V Σ̃UTb+Wζ, (B.5)
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where W ∈ RM×(N−M) is a basis for the nullspace of A and ζ ∈ R(N−M) is a vector
of open parameters. This means that any choice for ζ produces a vector y that
satisfies (B.2).
If one assumes that y is sparse, i.e. that only few of its entries are different zero,
one may search for that vector ζ that maximizes the number of zero entries in y.




employing the Barrowdale and Roberts algorithm [120].
B.1. L1-normminimization as a linear program
Interestingly, the optimization problem
min
y
‖Ay − b‖1 , (B.7)




1Ts s.t. Ay − b  s
Ay − b  −s , (B.8)
where 1 ∈ RM is a vector of ones and  and  denote entry-wise comparison and
s is an auxiliary variable. To solve (B.8), we solve the second linear program
min
x























and I ∈ RM×M and 0 ∈ RN are the identity matrix and a vector of zeroes, respec-
tively. The advantage of posing problem (B.7) as (B.9) is that the latter can be
easily solved in a standard way by implementing any solver for linear programs (e.g.
the linprog function in MATLAB [122]).
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